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GENERAL INTRODUCTION  

Elsinboro Township, Alloway and Quinton Townships, are the recipients of two Smart Growth grants1 

to prepare a multi-jurisdictional Transfer of Development Rights Plan.  The grant’s funding and 
timeline, as well as the situation of the participating communities, precludes the implementation of a full 
fledged multi-jurisdictional Transfer of Development Rights that is compliant with NJSA 40:55D-
140.4a at this time.  Ultimately, the planning process was utilized to raise the awareness of the 
Townships with regard to the possibilities of implementing smart growth measures, including Transfer 
of Development Rights, in the face of increasing development pressure.  The work of the grant 
demonstrated the difficulties of setting up a TDR program in an area where there is limited or no 
availability of public sewer and water.

This study is intended to be a fundamental building block in the Townships’ growth management 
strategies.  It will place the Townships in a strategic position to pursue a full fledged TDR program 
when and if public sewer is extended, and if they so desire.  During the course of this grant period, the 
communities discussed the benefits and obstacles to implementing TDR as a growth management 
strategy.  Based on that public deliberation, the Planning Boards have decided to proceed cautiously, 
exploring their options for Sending and Receiving Areas, both within the subject municipalities and 
across boundaries with other Salem County municipalities.

This report summarizes the outcome of the planning deliberations.   The original intention of the grant 
was to add a Development Transfer Plan Element to each Township’s Master Plan in accordance with 
NJSA C.40:55D-140 4.a.  Scrutiny of the Townships’ build out numbers led to the realization that the 
Townships’ zoning and environmental constraints make the possibility of a TDR program with balanced 
Sending and Receiving Areas unachievable at this time.  Nevertheless, it was decided to proceed with 
introduction of the components of TDR and smart growth within the limitations of the local conditions. 
This has been accomplished through an investigation of the implications of the current zoning in the 
Townships in terms of their resources and their environmental constraints.  Multiple scenarios for 
Sending and Receiving Areas were developed in the course of this project.  All of the scenarios make 
evident the need for additional ground work before a viable TDR program can be put in place.

In this phase of planning for a smart growth program, the Townships have begun the community 
discussion of what TDRs are and how they work and what the consequences of their zoning build out 
are.  Public input has been received regarding what areas of the Townships are important to preserve and 
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why.  Build out scenarios and their meanings have been presented at public meetings.  Potential Sending 
and Receiving Areas have been identified and described. 

Public discussions have included:
• who the developers are, 
• landowners’ rights and equity, 
• wastewater strategies, 
• mandatory versus voluntary TDR programming, 
• water allocations, and 
• land value. 

It is clear that the bottom line for a working TDR program in the participating municipalities is the 
identification of a viable Receiving Area(s) which has the capacity to absorb the anticipated 
development and is sufficiently appealing to draw development away from the wooded lots and open 
agriculture fields which are attractive for residential development and desirable for preservation.  In 
Elsinboro, the crux of the problem with TDR is slightly different as the sending number (build out) is 
smaller than in the other two Townships due to environmental constraints.  The environmental 
constraints, though, are so pervasive that Elsinboro has almost no possibility of a viable Receiving 
Area.

Before proceeding with the TDR program itself, a short explanation of what TDRs are, how they fit in 
an overall program of smart growth, and the legal requirements under New Jersey law are described. 
Those familiar with TDRs can skip directly to the body of the report, beginning on page 5.

AN INTRODUCTION TO TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS  

Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs work in a variety of ways but all have the same basic 
premise.  In a TDR program, a landowner sells the “right” to develop his land.  This development right 
is severed from the landowner’s deed through a permanent easement.  That “right” is sold to a developer 
who will utilize it to his greater benefit (usually increased density) in another locale.  The selling 
landowner retains ownership and use of his land in all aspects except the rights to subdivide and 
develop.  

As with any simple concept, TDRs can, and do, take myriad forms.  And they can be quite complex in 
execution and administration.  Across the country, TDRs are utilized at the state, regional and local level 
in many states.  For example, the New Jersey Pinelands program is one of the oldest ongoing programs 
in the United States.  That program was state mandated and is administered regionally.  It is only in the 
last decade that TDRs have been introduced at the local level in New Jersey, first as a pilot program in 
Burlington County in 1998 and, as of 2004, in any municipality which wishes to fulfill the requirements 
of the P.L. 2004, c.2 (known as the State Transfer of Development Rights Act).

Under New Jersey law, there must be a specified Sending Area where development rights may be 
purchased, leaving the residual property under a permanent easement, thus prohibiting development.  In 
turn, the severed development rights must be utilized in a delineated Receiving Area where they may be 
“cashed out” for additional density or other preferences beyond the requirements of the land use 
ordinance in that area.  Figure #1 is a simplified graphic of the TDR process.
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A community considering a TDR program must carefully analyze multiple factors.  First and foremost, 
it should examine what its goals are with respect to growth.  All three Townships in this grant have as a 
primary Master Plan goal, to preserve farming operations on prime agricultural land.

The salient point for Alloway, Quinton and Elsinboro is the use of “base” zoning to allocate 
development credits from Sending to Receiving Area.  When a TDR program is instituted, the Sending 
Area is customarily down zoned to encourage developers to utilize the TDR process.  When 
development credits are purchased in the Sending Area, the original or “base” zoning is utilized.  In this 
way, the landowner, who has been down zoned can, under the TDR program, retain his original land 
equity because the development credits will be valued at the previous, base zoning rate.  

The problem, as will be demonstrated in the body of this Report, in rural townships like Quinton, is that 
the current or base zoning allows for an enormous build out and necessitates a very large and/or very 
dense Receiving Area to accommodate the value of the Sending Area’s credits.

Without Without TDRsTDRs

Parce l A : 60 ACRES subdivided 
into 6-te n acre lots

Parcel A : 6 deve lopment rights

has

Parcel A : Sells  5 de ve lopme nt rights , 
re tains one  for existing house

Parce l B : Developer gets  bonus 
units  in Rece iving Are a for using 

TDR cre dits

Credits

$$$

Receiving ZoneSending Zone

With Transfer of Development RightsWith Transfer of Development Rights

Figure 1

Alloway and Quinton and Elsinboro are engaged in exploring an inter-jurisdictional TDR program.  But, 
as will be shown in this Report, their build out numbers can not accommodate a highly developed 
Receiving Area within their borders due to limited infrastructure, particularly lack of public water and 
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sewer.  Faced with this knowledge, the communities reached out to Salem City to inquire as to that 
community’s interest in joining the consortium as a Receiving Area.  Alternatively, the communities 
have considered the possibility of creating a new village within their borders and applying to DEP for 
increased public sewer capacity.  The most obvious Receiving Area would involve expanding the 
boundaries of Alloway and Quinton villages to include previously planned sewer expansion areas.

Due to the uncertainty of Salem City as a Receiving Area and the difficulties of sewer expansion in 
Planning Area 4, the Townships have decided to prepare reports which:
• Examine population and employment growth scenarios within their municipalities;
• Identify potential Sending Areas (areas which they wish to preserve);
• Ascertain the capacity for build out in their Sending Areas (in order to determine the  needed 

capacity in potential Receiving Areas);
• Identify and describe the Receiving Area capacity which they presently have;
• Present a depiction of the possibilities and capacity for future Receiving Areas within their 

boundaries;
• Identify immediately implement able smart growth management techniques besides TDR.

This information meets some of the requirements of the Master Plan Development Transfer Plan 
Element as outlined in NP.L2004, c.2 Section 5 (C.40:55D-141).  Figure #2 summarizes the municipal 
requirements of the law.  The Townships must resolve their large build out numbers with their limited 
possibilities for a Receiving Area before they can contemplate fulfilling the rest of the requirements of 
the TDR legislation.

TDR LEGISLATION REQUIREMENTS
• Development Transfer Element for Master Plan

– Population and Economic Growth projections
– Infrastructure Assessment
– Sending and Receiving Areas 

• Delineation and description
• Rationale
• Methodology for transfer

• Capital Improvement Plan in Receiving Area
• Utility Services Plan in Receiving Area
• Real Estate Market Analysis 
• Transfer Ordinance
• County Approval
• Plan Endorsement from State Planning Commission

Figure #2
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The following working papers are divided among the three participating municipalities.  The project was 
conducted with a combination of inter-municipal meetings (including meetings with other Salem County 
municipalities) as well as public meetings held in each Township.  For clarity sake, and also for the 
benefit of each community, the report treats each municipality as a single entity in evaluating its ability 
to sustain a Transfer of Development Rights program.  As will be seen, none of the three municipalities, 
either singularly or as a group, has the infrastructure to support a viable TDR program.  More 
interestingly, after many meetings at which the TDR concept was painstakingly explained, it became 
apparent that the communities themselves do not embrace the program.  
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ALLOWAY TOWNSHIP SMART GROWTH
WORKING PAPER

INTRODUCTION

This report builds on and complements the 1975 Alloway Master Plan and the 1996 and 2003 Re-
examinations of that Master Plan.  It utilizes the 2005 Housing Plan Element as part of its demographic 
basis, as well as tax records, aerial photography and GIS graphics.   Information presented at public 
meetings and workshops, and citizen input in the form of Steering Committees and public meetings were 
utilized to identify and describe potential sending and receiving areas for a Transfer of Development 
Rights program involving Alloway and other municipalities.

Alloway Township’s 21,703 acres are basically rural, with less than 10% of the land developed.   The 
Township consists of rolling farmland and substantial areas of forest, lakes and wetlands.  Industrial and 
commercial land use constitute just 3% of total land coverage.  About one-fifth (22.1%) of the Township 
is wetland or open water.  Figure #3 depicts the available land for development by zone.  It excludes 
wetlands, water and land which is public or preserved by the State, County, local or private entity

FIGURE #3 
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Alloway’s woods and open fields, combined with the slight roll of the land, present an enticing lure to 
developers.  Alloway lies less than one hour from Philadelphia.  It is one hour to  Atlantic City.  The 
New Jersey Turnpike and the Delaware Memorial Bridge are easily accessible. (Figure #4 places 
Alloway and the adjacent municipalities within the larger region.) There is a charming village center 
located along country roads with a general store, a K-8 public school, fire department and municipal 
building as well as 18th and 19th century houses.  The few commercial establishments are located in and 
around the village.  In sum, Alloway presents a picture of rural life at its finest.
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This picture and the character of the community might, and probably will, be shattered within the next 
decade.  Under current zoning2, the gross build out for available land in the community is over 7,300 
new units.  Alloway’s zoning will result in vast tracts of development housing, new roads 
(predominantly cul de sacs), the need for additional school space and buses, and the need for extended 
services throughout the Township’s 32 square miles.  Local property taxes and the cost of living will rise 
to meet the demands of scattered housing developments.  

Alloway Township’s Master Plan does not envision or want this scenario.  One of the recommendations 
in the adopted Re-examination was to incorporate a Transfer of Development rights concept in the 
Township in order to combat sprawl.   Eight of the remaining thirteen goals in the Master Plan converge 
perfectly into the establishment of a TDR program:

• Retain rural character and environment
• Identify and preserve historic sites
• Sustain and improve tax base
• Revitalize and reinforce the identity of Alloway Village
• Provide adequate utilities such as water and sewer
• Provide adequate open space
• Evaluate various land use techniques to preserve open space
• Establish a comprehensive implementation strategy that incorporates State and County 

agencies.

The Township has implemented some conservation methods, such as cluster zoning3, to achieve the 
Master Plan goals.  The State Development and Redevelopment Plan places Alloway entirely in 
Planning Area #4, which is rural.  There is no encouragement at the State level for growth on Alloway’s 
open fields or woodlands.  But State Plan and clustering strategies notwithstanding, development may 
not be preventable.  In fact, Alloway is already succumbing to an insidious form of farmland loss, due 
not to large developments, but propelled by scattered site residential sprawl.  Figure #5 demonstrates 
the spread of individual lot development across prime farmland in the Township from the mid 1980’s 
through 2004.

2 See Figure 3
3 The Cluster Zoning Ordinance, in place since 2001, has yet to be utilized.  
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FIGURE #5

To achieve the majority of goals as articulated in the 1975 Master Plan and Re-Examinations through 
2003, the Township must consider a technique which equitably compensates its landowners, preserves 
its farmland and develops only areas where there is sufficient infrastructure to support that development. 
A Transfer of Development Rights program is a potential planning tool to accomplish that goal.  But in 
examining the possibility of TDRs in Alloway Township, the community must analyze whether the 
amount of possible development (build out) under its present zoning can be re-directed to an area (or 
areas) which can support the development, both in terms of infrastructure and in terms of maintenance 
of the character of the municipality.  If Alloway cannot both preserve its farm economy and 
accommodate the severed development rights and density elsewhere in the community, is there a viable 
solution through TDRs?  And, if not TDRs, what other immediate actions can the Township take to 
manage its growth?

Before discussing what land the Township wishes to preserve, it is necessary to have an idea of what the 
current social and economic picture is in Alloway Township.  And, just as vital, the Township needs to 
understand how that picture may change over the next decade or two.  The first three sections of this 
Report examine current and predicted population, economic growth and housing change in the 
Township.  These will lead into Section Four which constitutes the Build Out analysis and discussion of 
carrying capacity.  Sections Five talks about some of the issues that must be met before delineating 
Sending and Receiving Areas. Section Six review the possibilities and boundaries for Sending and 
Receiving Areas in Alloway.  The final Section of the Report conveys the current stance of the 
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Township with regard to implementing TDR and/or other growth management strategies.  The Report 
concludes with recommendations, based on public feedback, for the Township.

SECTION ONE: POPULATION

To understand the population trends and projections for Alloway, other factors must be introduced.  As 
stated earlier, Alloway is a rural community with a predominance of farmland.  But it has been decades 
since the majority of its population were farmers or lived off the land.  The NJ Department of Labor 
estimates that agricultural employment within the Township is about 28 jobs.  The 2000 Census reports 
that the resident population has 24 employed persons in the agricultural industry.  It is safe to assume 
that the scant 2% of employed agricultural workers, in general, both live in Alloway and work in 
Alloway.

Thus a land use which utilizes over 50% of the available land directly employs a very small segment of 
the population.  It would seem that the dependence of Alloway on agriculture for a way of life is based 
on land utilization, not employment.  In which case, presumably, the non-farm employed population 
could grow substantially and not impact the way of life, as long as it did not eat up the available 
farmland in doing so.  The population question then becomes how much (and where distributed) 
population can Alloway absorb without permanent damage to its rural character?

After a large baby boom jump of 758 people between 1950 and 1970, the population of Alloway has 
been remarkably stable over the last thirty years.   The population grew by 224 between the 1970 and the 
2000 census years as the chart below (Figure 6) demonstrates.

FIGURE 6

ALLOWAY TOWNSHIP POPULATION AND CHANGE

YEAR POPULATION CHANGE % CHANGE 
1950 1792       87             5.1
1960 2226     434           24.2    
1970 2550                 324           14.6
1980 2680     130             4.3
1990 2795     115             4.2
2000 2774     (21) (-1)

Based on the census figures in Salem County and the decline in population across the County between 
1990 and 2000, the South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization (SJTPO) has “assigned” 
municipalities one of three labels: growth, stable or declining.  Alloway’s projection was for a stable 
population with a gain of 3 persons through 2025 according to the SJTPO.4  

In 2002, the Alloway Township Board of Education commissioned a study of projected enrollment at 
the K-8 Alloway School.  This study, too, predicted stable short term school age growth of 12 students 
from 2002 to 2007.  The study did not project out further.

4 Michael Reeves, “Developing Population & Employment Projections for the Regional Transportation Plan,” December, 
2003.
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In 2005, the Township Planning Board adopted a Housing Element for its Master Plan in compliance 
with the Fair Housing Act.  This study notes the stable SJTPO projections, but utilizes an alternative 
methodology of building permits and COs issued as its method for population projections.  This is 
eminently sensible for a housing obligation study, but further examination reveals that residential COs 
are not the best yardstick for measuring population growth.  

A comparison of the historical trends in population and new housing units demonstrates the anomaly. 
Between 1991 and 1999, 133 housing permits were issued (all resulted in COs).   At the household rate 
of 2.6 persons/unit, one would expect population growth of 345-350 people as there were no demolitions 
requested in the period.  Instead the Township lost population in the period.  This scenario demonstrates 
quite clearly the foibles of utilizing statistics at this micro-level.  It is likely that the construction of new 
housing simultaneous with shrinking household size in existing housing, especially in the older age 
cohorts brought about a population decrease in spite of the new housing starts.  

Where does this leave Alloway in terms of projecting future growth?  For the purposes of this Element, 
historical trends must be viewed with a jaundiced eye.  It is more valuable to study the trends in 
neighboring communities which lie between the expanding suburban market and Alloway, and to learn 
from the lessons of once rural communities like Woolwich, Deptford and Mt. Laurel.  The point, then, is 
there is no valid statistical predictive method to project or measure the likely growth of Alloway. 
Depending on regional and national trends, growth just might continue on in the stable manner as it has 
for the last half century.  It is important to note, though, that that so-called stable growth is steadily 
eating away at the woodlands and open farmland of the community, even without the advent of large 
scale development.  Stable population growth combined with continuation of the pattern of scattered 
new housing may, in the long run, be as harmful to the preservation of the farm economy as large scale 
housing developments.  

There is the alternative possibility, given the trends evident in communities to the west and north, that 
Alloway will experience exponential growth in the next decade or two.  The arrival of large scale 
developers looking for easily buildable and fairly low cost land could bring a doubling or tripling of the 
population in a period of five years.  Slightly fewer than 1,000 housing units will double the Township 
population.   In Alloway, most of the available land for development is located in the Agricultural 
district as shown in Figure 7 below. 
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FIGURE #7
ACRES BY ZONING DISTRICT - ALLOWAY TOWNSHIP

ZONE
SYMBOL ALLOWED 

DENSITY ACRES

AGRICULTURAL A 1 ACRE 7,668

RURAL RESIDENTIAL RR 2 ACRE 7,197

LOW RESIDENTIAL LR 40,000 SF 4,920

MEDIUM DEVELOPMENT MD 40,000 SF 1,587

MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL MR 18,000 SF 163

HIGH RESIDENTIAL HR 12,000 SF 67.8

HISTORIC PRESERVATION HP 52.8

COMMERCIAL C 12,000 SF 44.1

PUBLIC P 3.35

TOTAL ACREAGE 21,703

There are 434 parcels available for development (not preserved or public land) in the Agriculture 
district.  Of these, 44 are over 50 contiguous acres, comprising over three thousand acres of farmland . 
Even with a conservative infrastructure percentage of 25%, that leaves 1800 easily developable units. 
And this scenario does not take into account the ability of determined developers to assemble smaller 
parcels of land packages for development.

To summarize, Alloway can choose among three scenarios for projecting population growth.  The first is 
the stable SJTPO projection, based on Salem County’s historical trends toward population loss.  This 
would indicate no need to plan for growth management since the trend indicates stability with a 
projected 2025 population of only three additional persons.  The SJTPO methodology states that the 
projection was based on a County-wide growth of 5% which was arbitrarily imposed due to the lack of 
data.  

The second scenario that Alloway might utilize is the one employed by the Township’s Housing 
Element study.  It utilizes the past ten years of building permits as baseline data to arrive at a projection 
of  an average of 16 COs issued annually over the next ten years, resulting in 159 new units by 2013. 
This would correlate to a population increase of between 400 to 450 people over the next seven years. 
This model is more sound but, due to the small cohort creating a statistical abnormality, is questionable.
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The final scenario is not based in statistical analysis, but requires the Township to consider trends in the 
region, its current zoning and the common sense likelihood that over the next ten years, barring a 
recession, Alloway will see the advent of uncontrolled development.  This scenario envisions housing 
developers buying relatively cheap farmland in Alloway and locking in zoning permissions in 
preparation for the large scale housing developments they have accomplished in Gloucester County. 
Washington Township processes over 300 building permits a year.  That is one house per day.  When 
developers run out of available land in sewered areas, they eventually will advance to areas where they 
can build on lots to accommodate septic, such as Alloway’s two acre zoning.  

The three scenarios are presented in the Table below (Figure 8).  All three scenarios are flawed in terms 
of population projection methodology.  When dealing with such small numbers, statistics must yield to 
common sense and local input.  There are very few citizens in Alloway Township who are not aware of 
the rising development pressure in the region in spite of the SJTPO population projections of just 3.4% 
for the County and 0% for Alloway.

FIGURE 8

POPULATION PROJECTION SCENARIOS
ALLOWAY TOWNSHIP

YEAR           →
SCENARIO   ↓

1990
actual

2000
actual

2010
projected

2015
projected

SJTPO 2795 2774 2774 2775
HOUSING 
ELEMENT 2795 2774

Range =    
3164 to 3209*

Range =
3359 to 3427*

ALTERNATIVE 
BASED ON 

ZONING B/O 2795 2774 21,170
*     Range based on an average of 15 new units, no demolitions and household   
       population ranging from 2.6 to 2.9/persons/household
**  Based on build out in all zones 2.9 persons per household

In conclusion, estimating the future population growth in Alloway is more of an art than a science.  The 
database is too small and the variables too numerous for a statistically pure analysis.  It is better, and 
more relevant, for the Township to put into place mechanisms to fulfill its Master Plan goals and 
objectives regardless of the direction the population figures indicate.  With this in mind, an examination 
of the economic growth for the Township will better indicate what steps the community should take with 
regard to growth mechanisms and development.

SECTION TWO:  ECONOMIC GROWTH

As with population, economic growth, particularly employment growth, is difficult to project due to the 
small baseline numbers with which the Township must work.  Again, in the SJTPO employment 
projections, no statistical model was utilized.  Instead a flat 10% growth for the entire County was set 
for the year 2025.  The same parameters as utilized in the population predictions, declining, stable and 
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growth, were applied to the municipalities.  Using this methodology, Alloway’s employment projections 
show an increase of 29 jobs from 465 in 2005 to 494 in 2015.  

The 2005 Draft Fair Share Housing Plan approaches job growth from the basis of non-residential 
building permits.  It attempts to apply a simple projection model based on ten year historical data.  The 
resulting job growth, based on square footage of non-residential construction, produces a projection of 
10 jobs generated by 2013.

Unless Alloway changes its zoning, or agricultural practices revert back to more labor intensive, there is 
not room for great economic growth in the Township.  The Township has no zoning for industrial 
activity.  And, of the 44 acres zoned for commercial, only 16 are available for future growth.  There is 
the possibility of a great increase in home occupations, but these cannot realistically be expected to act 
as a powerful engine for Township economic development.  

The Village of Alloway does hold the possibility for increased commercial activity of as many as 33 
new commercial units.  There is room for commercial expansion at the current level of development.  Of 
the 61 parcels zoned commercial in the Village, a full 43 are residential.  Another 3 are vacant.  Only 10 
of the 61 are being utilized commercially.  But most commercial enterprises, especially at the density to 
utilize parcels at 12,000 square feet/unit, would require public sewer.

 The Village will be connected to public sewer lines in the next year or so.  But that potential is limited 
as the Wastewater Agreement allows only an additional 25 connections beyond the existing 213 which 
are in the Plan.  Without additional sewer connections, economic growth in the Village will be limited. 
As demonstrated by the Agreement to connect existing units based on failing septic, the zoning of 
12,000 square feet cannot accommodate growth without public sewer lines.

The Alloway Master Plan states, as two of its goals, to “sustain and improve the Township’s tax base” 
and to “Encourage active and viable commercial areas.”  This would seem to indicate that, in spite of 
desiring a continuation of the community as rural, the Township is not adverse to some, compatible 
commercial development, both in the Village and in “future commercial areas.”  It would be a great 
disadvantage to the municipality if housing growth, with its attendant municipal costs, continued in 
Alloway Township and the concomitant economic growth to support the increased municipal costs was 
transferred to other municipalities because opportunities in Alloway were limited.  

Without public sewer, it is unlikely that Alloway will even achieve the gains in employment which are 
predicted in the SJTPO predictions.  

SECTION THREE: HOUSING 
Alloway has just completed and adopted a Housing Element for its Master Plan which encompasses 
prior rounds of fair share housing obligations and projections of its third round COAH obligation 
through the year 2014.  This is relevant to TDRs because the Receiving Area of a TDR program incurs 
the growth share obligation for COAH.  Because of this, transferring across municipal lines becomes 
somewhat more complicated.  And creation of a new village or increased density in the existing Alloway 
village will have to be done with fair share housing in mind.
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The Township has a past total obligation from Rounds #1 and #2 of 20 units with no rehabilitation share 
obligation.  The third round rules are based on growth projections to 2014 which are adjusted through 
time as real figures of housing and non-residential square footage become available.  Based on the 
projections through 2014 in the draft Housing Element, Alloway is estimating 20 additional units as its 
low and moderate growth share through 2014.   
 
The Housing Plan proposes several methods for resolving Alloway’s obligations.  In essence, the Plan 
recommends an ordinance requiring one unit of low/moderate housing for every 5 market rate units in a 
development.  One suggestion to accomplish this is by an increase in density allowed to encourage 
creation of the obligated 40 units of past and future housing, 

 The Housing Element does not address the problem of public services (sewer, water) for the increased 
density which lies at the core of finding an area for additional development within Alloway.  

SECTION FOUR: BUILD OUT ANALYSIS/CARRYING CAPACITY

If the projection models utilized by regional agencies to predict anticipated population and economic 
growth for the next ten years are in doubt, how can Alloway (and Quinton and Elsinboro) formulate a 
basis for a Transfer of Development Rights program and why should they add a Development Transfer 
Plan Element to their Master Plan?   The answer lies in the increasing development in the region and in 
the scenario presented by full build out in the Township.  

Figure #9 is a table indicating the number of units each zoning district in Alloway could achieve under 
full build out with current zoning.5  

5 Build out can vary depending on the infrastructure factor which is utilized.  Appendix A explains the methodology and data 
utilized for Figure #9.
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FIGURE 9
ALLOWAY TOWNSHIP BUILDOUT

ZONE  → A RR LR MD MR HR C

TOTAL
BUILD
OUT

POTENTIALDistrict minimum SF 
→

1 
acre

2 
acre

40,00
0 sf 40,000sf 18,000sf

12,00
0 sf 12,000sf

Total Acres in Zone 7,668 7,197 4,920 1,586.93 163.48 67.8 44.1

Deduct for Wetlands 
and Lakes 637 2,800 1,077 320 12 2.5 2.67

Deduct for Protected 
land/Existing ROWs 1744 788 1036 702 29.4 30 11
Deduct for fully 
developed residential 
parcels 138 354 167 48 50.67 .44 7.97
Deduct for 
residentially
developed parcels 
with further 
development 
potential 236 88 94 31 19.50 3.02 4.68

Commercially 
developed land .06 8 2.33 2.5

SUBTOTAL 4912 3159 2546 486.93 49.68 31.84 15.28

Factor for 
infrastructure 

X .75 
=

3684

X .75 
=

2369

X.70 
=

1782
X.70 =

340
X .65 =
32.29

X .60 
=

19.1
X .60 =

9.16
POTENTIAL UNITS 

@
BUILD-OUT 3684 1184 1940 370 78 69 33

7358
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In terms of future growth, where can the Township expect developers to put 7000+ possible units? 
Generally, developers look first at zoning and then at environmental constraints such as steep slopes, 
and wetlands.  Ironically, the Agricultural District, with its one acre zoning is the most inviting to 
developers, especially as this district has the most land already protected through farmland easement. 
(In a paradoxical way, developers look to nearby preserved open space as an attraction for future buyers, 
who, of course, are eating up that very open space they desire)  Except for a very small percentage in the 
Low Residential zoning district, all the preserved farmland in the Township is in the Agricultural 
District.  Not coincidentally, the Agricultural district has the lowest (of the non-village zoning districts) 
percentage of lands constrained by wet soils as seen in the chart below (Figure 10).

FIGURE 10

Total Acres

Acres of Open 
Water or Wetland 

Soils % of Total
Agricultural 7,668 637 8.3%
Rural Residential 7,197 2,800 39%
Low Density Residential 4,920 1,077 22%
Medium Development 1,587 320 20%

The Medium Development District and the Low Residential are zoned at one unit/40,000 square feet. 
Both these districts have a substantial amount of land without development constraints.  At build out, 
with 40,000 square foot zoning, almost 400 units could be added in the 2.5 square miles of Medium 
Development District.  It could be argued that the Township meant for this beautiful, wooded area to be 
developed at that rate and so it should not be eligible for preservation within a Sending Area.  This area 
is mostly wooded and, if slated for large scale development, could easily under current zoning be 
denuded of its land cover for easier housing development.  This, in turn, will affect the water quality and 
drainage of the Alloway’s watershed.  Can Alloway and the region absorb 400 additional septic systems 
on the 1500 acres which compiles the Medium development zone?   

The decision on Sending Area, and eventually Receiving Area, turns not just on build out potential but 
on carrying capacity of the area in terms of septic suitability, wetlands,  agricultural buffers and water 
availability.  While carrying capacity is utilized in terms of the infrastructure of the potential Receiving 
Area, it should be taken into account in examining potential Sending Areas because the tipping point for 
carrying capacity is often exceeded in rural area housing developments well before community 
understanding, resulting in environmental degradation.  This is then paid for, not be the developers, but 
by the larger community in long term water quality problems, pollution, and public health issues due to 
septic failures.

Another more useful carrying capacity figure is water.  Water distribution and allotments in South Jersey 
are becoming increasingly vital to residential growth and to agriculture as the amount of water available 
is restricted by the State.  There is the potential for a conflict between agricultural practices and large 
scale residential development as water becomes increasingly scarce and State allocations are tightened. 
A corollary to using water share as the determining carrying capacity factor is a more subtle carrying 
capacity determinant.  That is the viability of farming in a developing area.  There is a point at which the 
agriculture economy becomes subsumed by residential development.
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Studies have shown that there is a tipping point at which farms may remain but farming ceases to be a 
viable industry.6   A consideration in determining Sending Area then should be how much of the 
farmland in Alloway can be lost before the Township becomes a residential community with a little 
farmland rather than a viable agricultural community which sustains residential housing.  Presently 444 
parcels are taxed as farmland, amounting to 13,399 acres of the Township’s roughly 20,700 acres.  Of 
these, around 90 are greater than 25 acres and 82 are greater than 50 acres.  The community should 
assess how many acres of contiguous farmland can be lost before the farm industry is permanently 
damaged when deciding upon the size and configuration of the Sending Area in a TDR program. 
Figure #11 shows the available properties in Alloway which have significant contiguous acreage and 
minimal environmental constraints.  As can be seen they are spread almost evenly throughout the 
community with the exception of the northwest corner.  The medium development district has one 
available parcel over 50 acres and 11 more over 25 acres.

FIGURE 11

6 Gregory s. Halich, “Equity Issues and Farmland Preservation, May 1999 (Masters Thesis for Virginia Polytechnic Institute).
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In summary, Figure 12 shows carrying capacity factors which must be considered.

FIGURE 12

Factor Based on To Consider
Septic Soils and lot size Current zoning is based on soils with the 

assumption of individual septic systems
Water availability State allotments and lot 

size
Changing State regulations
Farm vs. residential allocation

Agricultural Viability Parcel size Contiguous farms
Size needed for economic success

Other carrying capacity factors, such as roads, public sewer expansion, school capacity, fire protection 
can be upgraded and increased, albeit with considerable capital investment.  The amount of water and 
the ability of agricultural industry to survive cannot be upgraded or increased.  As such, they should be 
the key factors in thinking about the Sending Area in Alloway.

SECTION FIVE: SENDING AND RECEIVING AREA ISSUES

A discussion of the Sending Area must begin with the criteria 
imposed by the Transfer of Development Rights Law.  But 
an identification and description of all prospective sending 
areas begs the question of how a community will decide what 
to include in its Sending Area.  Therefore, before moving on 
to what the citizens of Alloway see as potential Sending 
Area, the policy issues which were considered before 
arriving at the Sending Area site should be described.  A 
general discussion of the four policy issues which govern any TDR program will “set the table” for the 
specifics in Alloway.

The predominant policy issue is the size of the Sending Area, but the Sending
Area and Receiving Area must always be considered together.  They have a
symbiotic relationship, not able to exist without each other and, of necessity 
having to stay in balance to ensure the program’s viability.  The critical issue
in discussing TDRs is finding the balance between the amount of land to be
preserved from development and the development capacity at the site to which builders will move the 
credits.  There are two basic ways to move forward on determining Sending Area size.  It can be 
predicated on the amount of land which a municipality desires to preserve from development or on the 
amount of development that can be borne in the Receiving Area.  

In the first method, the Receiving Area is delineated after the amount of land to be preserved is 
calculated.  This is more often utilized when a virgin Receiving Area is envisioned, as in the “New 
Village” concept.  The second method “backs into” the Sending Area size, first looking at what level of 
development is desired in the Receiving Area.  This is most often utilized in a situation with an existing 
underdeveloped area which has been designated to receive new development, as in an established urban 
area like Bethesda Maryland, which became the Receiving Area for rural Montgomery County.
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A third option might be called the “sliding” size.  In this option, there is no “set” Sending Area.  Instead 
there are criteria under which any parcel of land can qualify for TDR sending credits.  With this 
methodology, the Sending Area is much more in synchronization with the requisite development 
pressure for the Receiving Area.  There is a heavier administration burden, but it is closer to a true 
market system.  This option is not available under the New Jersey legislation since the Sending Area and 
Receiving Area must be delineated and described previous to acceptance in the program.  

First and foremost, the parcels chosen to be within the Sending Area should be consistent with the goals 
and objectives of the Township’s Master Plan, the County Master Plan and those for Planning Area #4 
under the State Plan.  The eligibility standard for inclusion must match the stated purpose of the Plans, 
whether it be farmland preservation or open space preservation or 
environmental concerns. 

In deciding on the size of the Sending Area, there should be awareness of how much and where land is 
already preserved and/or likely to be preserved due to environmental constraints and other land use 
restrictions.  Figure #13 displays the land in Alloway that is presently protected and/or environmentally 
constrained.  Sending Areas which include this land maximize the impact of every additional parcel of 
land which is preserved through a TDR easement.

Figure #13
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Creating incentives for landowners in the Sending Area to utilize the program is another important 
consideration when creating Sending Areas.  In a TDR program, there must be a market incentive for 
landowners to participate.  If zoning and Township subdivision procedures outside the TDR program are 
lucrative and easy, incentive to participate in the TDR program, or any innovative zoning such as 
clustering, is lowered.  While there will be landowners, particularly farmers, who transfer development 
rights in order to continue farming, history has shown that there are a considerable number of 
landowners who are only too willing to sell to a developer offering a lucrative price for the outright sale 
of their land. 

The most effective policy to counteract this is to make sure that the “allocation rate” (that is the number 
of TDR credits/acre) yields at least as much, if not more, compensation as the value lost through opting 
out of direct sale of the property.  This must be accompanied by a zoning and development procedure 
policy which makes development which does not utilize TDR credits less attractive.  Down zoning and 
restrictions on subdivision are two methods utilized to accomplish this.

A final policy consideration in terms of Sending Area is the administration process.  This is, in reality, 
an overall policy consideration for TDRs.  But it is the local landowners in the Sending Area who will 
be most affected by a cumbersome or confusing procedure.  If the TDR program gets the reputation of 
being difficult to understand or to execute, the landowners may opt out of it which will, effectively, kill 
the program.  A small municipality with minimum staff must strategize from the beginning to arrive at a 
method for administering its TDR program which is not overly bureaucratic but which meets the 
substantial clerical needs of the program.

The establishment of the Sending Area should be based on thorough and thoughtful examination of 
these policy issues.  Once they are resolved, the community can move forward to delineate its Sending 
Area.  By law, the sending area zone must be composed “predominantly” of land having one or more of 
the following characteristics:

Agricultural land habitat of endangered species
woodland aquifer recharge area
floodplain recreation or park land
wetlands waterfront
habitat of threatened species steeply sloped land
Lands on which development is restricted or precluded by local, State or Federal law

AND/OR
• Land substantially improved or developed which has a distinctive aesthetic, architectural or 

historical interest to the community
AND/OR

• Areas, improved or not, which should remain at low densities due to inadequate transportation, 
sewerage, infrastructure, or as part of local, regional or State Plan.7

In Chesterfield Township, Burlington County, the Sending Area criteria are simple and straightforward. 
Stating that the Township’s primary purpose was to conserve the rural, predominantly agricultural 

7 The TDR law goes on to state that land which is already permanently restricted may be included in the sending zone if it is 
in the best interest of the public.  And that the TDR ordinance may assign bonus development potential to specific parcels in 
the sending zone based on stated criteria to encourage their permanent protection.
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resources of the community, the Township made all of its area the Sending Area and then established 
secondary criteria within that district to ensure viable parcels participated in the program.  The 
additional criteria were that parcels had to be at least 10 acres in size and not already deed restricted 
from development.

The first issue for Alloway is to decide on the size of its intended Sending Area.  Since no definite 
Receiving Area has been established, the community has the freedom to explore a wide range of 
possible Sending Area sizes, always remembering that there must be a viable Receiving Area to absorb 
the transferred development.  As the process moves forward and the constraints of the Receiving Area 
are entered into the equation,  Sending Area size becomes more complicated.  

Clearly from the TDR law criteria cited above, Alloway has a legitimate basis in all of its zoning district 
outside the Village for a Sending Area.  The dilemma Alloway faces is identifying, among all the 
possible land area, a small enough Sending Area to balance the Receiving Area capacity that it can 
establish, either within the Township or inter-municipally.  Because of its lack of infrastructure and its 
liberal zoning, Alloway must limit the size of its Sending Area and, simultaneously, change its zoning to 
make the land outside the TDR program more difficult to develop.  Otherwise, all this land will be 
developed before the designated land within the TDR program.  The difficulty for Alloway, with its 
current zoning, will be establishing eligibility criteria which will ensure the preservation of the 
community as a whole, without setting off a developers’ rush to tie up all the land outside the Sending 
Area.

Ideally, a large enough Receiving Area could be established to allow sending credits for all the 
potentially developable land in Alloway.  But, considering the build out numbers (see Figure 9) for all 
districts, the Township must determine a Receiving Area much larger than anything which could be 
accommodated in its borders without additional sewer capacity and without introducing a density which 
is not in keeping with the rural village character aimed for in the Master Plan.  Therefore, before 
determining the size and the credit allocation methodology for a TDR, the parameters and possible 
boundaries of the Receiving Area should be examined.

SECTION SIX:  SENDING AND RECEIVING AREA PARAMETERS AND BOUNDARIES

The Transfer of Development Law requires that the Receiving Area have certain characteristics.  These 
are that the Receiving Zone shall:

1. Be appropriate and suitable for development;
2. Be at least of sufficient area to accommodate all of the development potential of the Sending 

Area
3. Have a realistically achievable potential for development in terms of:

a. The availability of infrastructure
b. Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance
c. Local land market values

4. Have the necessary infrastructure either in place or scheduled
5. Be consistent with State, County and local Master Plan objectives, including reasonable 

population and economic forecasts.

An examination of these five characteristics illuminates the dilemma of establishing a Receiving Area in 
Alloway Township.
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The Village area of Alloway is the most appropriate for development within that Township.   
It contains almost all of the Township’s essential services, including the Municipal Hall, school, bank, 
general store, service stations, fire hall, restaurants and recreation area. There is no other area of the 
Township which has any concentration of commercial and government services.

No other area of the Township is as suitable for further development than the existing Village. 
There are other areas of Alloway which are associated with increased development in the last 15 years. 
Three areas stand out:

• A cluster in the Low Residential district between Watson Mill Road and Friesburg-Aldine Roads;
• Road development, particularly along Cobbs Mill Road, in the Medium Development District 

(40,000 sf zoning), and;
• Road development in the Medium Development and Low Residential zones, extended along 

Alloway-Friesburg Road.  

These are graphically shown in Figure 14.   The two road associated developments are clearly there 
because of a combination of the lower density zoning associated with the LR and MD districts and the 
convenience of road frontage.  The reason for the cluster of about 40 homes at the “V” of Watson’s Mill 
and Friesburg-Aldine Roads is less obvious, except that it is also in the LR district, wooded upland, and 
located at the junction of three historical roads, connecting north, south and east.  

FIGURE 14
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It is the Village area that has the best opportunity to maximize on the logical reasons for its current 
development.  It is the already the most densely developed.  It is a recognized community center with 
associated services.  Most significantly, the Village has the best infrastructure of the established areas of 
development in the Township.  

Once established that the Village is the logical nexus for a Receiving Area, the question of where the 
boundaries of the village lie must be confronted.  How large can the boundaries of the Village be and 
still remain the Village?

The State Plan recognized Alloway Village as a “potential Village” in the original New Jersey 
Development and Redevelopment State Plan.  Its boundaries are depicted in Figure 15.  It encompassed 
462 acres at the core of the Village, including all the High Residential Zone, most of the Medium 
Residential Zone, most, but not all of the Commercial zone and parts of the Rural Residential and Ag 
zones.  None of the Low Residential or Medium Development Zones are included.  The residential 
neighborhood around the lake is excluded.  Alloway did not feel as thought this gave them sufficient 
area for new development and the Township did not proceed with designation of this boundary during 
Cross Acceptance.

FIGURE 15
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 In 2002, the Township petitioned the State for Village Center designation with new boundaries drawn 
up by the Township.  The Township asked for a significantly larger area to be included in the Village 
boundary as shown in Figure 16.  The boundaries of this petition fell within 1960’s proposed sewer 

service area which the Township hoped to re-instate.  The proposed Village would have encompassed 
approximately 2500 acres, extending well outside the boundaries of the State Plan Identified Village.

FIGURE 16

Presently the Township is again considering its traditional Village as the “center” for a Receiving Area. 
This proposed Receiving Area (Figure 17) encompasses approximately 1420 acres.  The Township has 
requested the Planning Board to perform a Needs Analysis of this area as a Redevelopment Area under 
NJSA 40A-12A et seq. to determine if it constitutes an area in need of Redevelopment.
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FIGURE 17

but there are multiple environmental and social constraints which reduce the actual area for development 
to approximately 939 acres of available land as shown the Figure 18 below.
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FIGURE 18

AVAILABLE ACREAGE FOR BUILDOUT – 
POTENTIAL VILLAGE RECEIVING AREA/PROPOSED REDEVELOPMENT AREA

TYPE OF COVERAGE ACRES

TOTAL ACREAGE 1420
MINUS -                     RIGHTS-OF-WAY    58
MINUS -                     PUBLICLY OWNED LAND      148

MINUS -                     FARMS IN EASEMENT  0

MINUS -                     LAKES AND WETLANDS  275

MINUS -                     LAND ALREADY DEVELOPED 0*
EQUALS                    AVAILABLE LAND FOR    
                                    DEVELOPMENT 939
*    The Receiving Area if a Redevelopment District will be available for higher density re-development 
of existing developed parcels.

Figure 19 graphically shows the restrictions development within the proposed Redevelopment 
Receiving Area.  

FIGURE 19
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Another possible Receiving Area would utilize the Alloway-Quinton Commissioner’s Pike corridor to 
create a “super-village” connecting the existing Alloway and Quinton villages.  This would coordinate 
very well with the sewer extension which comes out of Salem through Quinton Village and then follows 
Route 581 (Commissioners Pike) to Alloway.  Figure 20 shows the extent this “New Village” might 
have.  This area has some severe environmental constraints due to wetlands.  On the other hand, it 
utilizes the two villages, with their existing infrastructure, as bookends, filling in land which is already 
under pressure for residential development.

FIGURE 20

This is a very possible long range solution which is dependent on the political desires of the two 
municipalities and the buildout numbers of Quinton.  Alloway’s present zoning, which results in a 
enormous build out of 7300, makes it politically difficult for the Township to partner with a Township 
which has zoning resulting in a more reasonable build out number.

All of these Village Receiving Area scenarios, while capitalizing on the infrastructure available in the 
Village, lack the capacity to absorb even one-quarter of the current zoning build out without public 
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sewer and water.  The Township and County health authorities have established that, without public 
sewer, the current village development density of 12,000 to 18,000 sf/ unit (2-3 units per acre) presents a 
health hazard.   Accordingly, an extension of the sewer line from Salem City to Alloway Village has 
been allowed for limited connections.  Presently that line (yet to be installed) is dedicated to current 
development levels with only an additional 250 connections to be allowed beyond 2005 need.  The only 
way in which any of the Village scenarios can accommodate the development transferred from the rest 
of the Township at the current zoning is with further extension of the sewer lines.  

The State recognized this in its initial State Plan with the Village’s identification as a “center” and the 
Township has asserted its belief in the Village through its 1997 and 2000 petitions to the State for 
Village Designation.  The impasse throughout the 1990’s has been the size of the Village Center.  In 
terms of its potential as a Receiving Area, it is necessary to determine if any Village boundaries could 
accommodate the expected development in Alloway Township.

Aside from expanding the public sewer, the Village Redevelopment Zone has in place the basic 
infrastructure capacity for increased population.  The Village lies at the junction of two County roads 
(see Figure 20) connecting the Village to State highways and to interstates.   County Routes #581 and 
#540 may require minor upgrades, especially in terms of intersection upgrades, rail crossings, and new 
signage.   Route #540 has the highest volume traffic load in the Township, but that is mostly borne 
outside the proposed Receiving Area beyond Quaker Neck Road intersection.  

There is a possibility for the necessity of  one or two new traffic light intersections which falls under the 
province of the NJ Department of Transportation.  Local road improvements around new development 
will necessitate negotiations with developers.  A Redevelopment Plan that required planning and input 
from redevelopers could augment Village public facilities.

The amount of development anticipated over the next ten years should not require new arterial or 
collector road development.  The South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization envisions no need 
for road improvements in Alloway Township in its 2005-2007 Transportation Improvement Plan.

Within the Village, especially on parcels which are re-developed for higher density residential, 
improved methods of pedestrian circulation will become necessary with increased population and 
density.  Bikeways, sidewalks and crossings, which now do not exist in much of the Receiving Area, 
will require creation and upgrades.  The Receiving Area, if a Redevelopment Zone, can solicit re-
development proposals based on a guidelines developed in the Redevelopment Plan which include 
bikeways and greenways.

Intensification of development within the Village area may require public or community water.  At 
present, the Township is served by individual wells.  Most wells utilize the Kirkwood and/or Mt. Laurel 
formation.  If a community well or centralized public supply were contemplated, it would almost 
certainly have to utilize the deeper Cohansey Sands.  Community water and water permits are a 
consideration with increased population due to new vigilance by DEP with regard to water supply 
regionally.   At the density contemplated to accommodate 5000 units within the Redevelopment Area, it 
will become necessary, even with public sewerage, to have community wells.  The Township, while 
negotiating with NJDEP for increased connections for its sewerage, will need to confirm DEP’s 
commitment to water supply permits for the TDR program within the Receiving Area.  
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In terms of community services infrastructure, the Township will need to re-evaluate its K-8 school, as 
well as its police and fire protection systems in advance of the possible population increase which would 
be brought about.  The Township Board of Education commissioned a study of school population in 
_____ which indicated that, at present levels of population growth, the school is adequate.  This would 
have to be re-evaluated.  

INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS FOR ADDITIONAL 7000 UNITS

TYPE
EXISTS & 

ADEQUATE

EXISTS/WILL
NEED 

UPGRADE SCHEDULED

NEEDS 
EVALUATION/
SCHEDULING

Public Sewer
Yes

Additional 
connections

Public water Yes
Schools Yes
Fire Yes
Town Roads Yes
County Roads Yes
Recreation Yes
Municipal 
Government 
Administration Yes Yes

Besides having the potential to support, with upgrades, the increased density, the proposed Receiving 
Area is consistent with County, State and Township Master Plan goals and objectives and support 
regional environmental objectives.  The 1975 Master Plan8 and the 1996 and 2003 Re-examinations of 
that Plan all affirm the Township’s commitment to preservation to the Township’s thirteen basic goals:

1. Preserve farming operations on prime agricultural land
2. Retain the Township’s rural character and environment
3. Sustain and improve the Township’s tax base
4. Identify and preserve the historic sites of Alloway
5. Maintain or raise residential values by preventing the introduction of incompatible uses, 

requiring development standards and preserving the natural beauty of the Township
6. Provide for an adequate and diversified housing supply in attractive neighborhoods
7. Revitalize and reinforce the identity of the Village
8. Provide for adequate community facilities, particularly future water supply and sewerage.
9. Encourage the location of light industry in the Township
10. Develop a circulation system which is coordinated with land use, efficient, safe, convenient 

and reduces traffic congestion in residential areas
11. Provide adequate open space for the future population.
12. Encourage active and viable commercial areas.

8 John J. Holland, “Alloway township Comprehensive Development Plan,” September, 1975.
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Except, maybe, for #9, these goals all speak to the establishment of a TDR program which will preserve 
farming operations, retain the Township’s rural character and provide open space while revitalizing the 
Village, raising residential values through development standards and providing a diversified housing 
supply.  The subsequent Re-examinations affirm these goals while lamenting the inability of the 
Township to fulfill them.

The County’s 2005 cross acceptance response to the State’s draft Development and Redevelopment Plan 
demonstrates the county level commitment to the Township’s goals.  The County’s response9 indicates 
that the County is in accord with the Township’s goals and that it believes the Township’s plans are in 
agreement with the State Plan.  

The regional environmental objectives from the State’s viewpoint are that the eastern area of Salem 
County, encompassing Alloway, should remain rural (Planning Area 4) with limited development in the 
designated Village and Town centers.  Salem City is the closest Regional Center.  Alloway Township 
has reached out to Salem City with regard to transferring development there and discussions are 
ongoing.   In order to plan for the immediate future and to preserve its agricultural base from further 
inroads, the Township has chosen to plan for increased development within the Redevelopment Area 
encompassing the Village in order to reach the overall local, county and State goal of maintaining the 
rural character of the area.

With many of the state legislated characteristics in place or achievable, Alloway still has one major 
obstacle to instituting a TDR program.  With its current zoning and resulting build out,  the balance of 
Sending to Receiving Areas cannot be achieved without public sewer.  And, even with public sewer to a 
designated Receiving Area, the density necessary to accommodate the Township’s build out will result 
in an urbanized area out of character for rural Salem County.  

The ultimate build-out for the Township under current zoning is over 7300 units.  The Township has 
determined that the 1480 acres designated on Figure 19 could possibly accommodate 5,000 units with a 
TDR credit bonus program of 4 units/acre if public sewer facilities are added.  This is not a much greater 
density than the current high density residential and commercial zones density of 12,000 square 
feet/unit.  

The problem is that it leaves over 2,000 excess credit units of development in the Sending Area unless 
restrictions are placed on parcel size for participation in the program.  Figure 21 is a matrix which 
explores the various potential Sending and Receiving Areas which have been discussed.  It demonstrates 
where a balance between Sending and Receiving Areas discussed or mentioned previously can be 
achieved.  It is a great over simplification but can act as the beginning of a discussion of whether the 
Township, considering its current zoning which would be the base zoning for credit allocation in the 
Sending Area, can assemble a viable TDR program. 

The only Receiving areas which can accommodate all the build out development under current zoning 
are located outside the Township.  The Quinton-Alloway corridor is really not adequate because the 
Quinton buildout must be added to it.  Salem City is not going to accept Alloway, or any rural 
Townships, development without greater incentives than the State, County or Townships have to offer.  

9 Ron Rukenstein, “Salem County Final Cross-Acceptance Report, Round III,” Salem county Planning Board.
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FIGURE 21:  SENDING – RECEIVING AREA MATRIX
POTENTIAL:

RECEIVING 
AREAS          →

SENDING 
AREAS ↓

Sending 
Area 
Build 
out in 

Units ↓

State Plan 
Village 

(identified)
(Figure  15)

Township 
Petition for 

Village 
Center 

designation
(Figure 16)

Redevelopment 
Area 

(Figure 17)

Quinton – 
Alloway 
Corridor
(Figure 

20)
Salem 
City Comments

Potential units for 
Development in 
Receiving Areas at an 
average of 3.22 
units/acre 3          → 1645 6184 5180 84212

8000
residential 
units at 10-

12 
units/acre

Entire Township 7,315 NO NO NO YES YES

Might be accommodated in highly dense “new 
village” but would change rural character of 
Township

AG, LR, RR, MD 7,135 NO NO NO YES YES

Could be accommodated in highly dense “new 
village” but would change rural character of 
Township

AG, LR, RR 6,765 NO NO NO YES YES
Would place massive development pressure on 
Medium Density district

AG 3,684 NO YES YES YES YES
Would leave other districts open to rampant 
development 

MD 370 YES YES YES YES YES
Would leave agriculture district open to 
development, contrary to Master Plan

By size of parcel
(over 50 acres)1 4107 NO YES YES YES YES

Difficult to administer and potentially unfair to 
landowners

By size of parcel
(25-50 acres)1 3053 NO YES YES YES YES

Difficult to administer and potentially unfair to 
landowners

1   units developable in LR, AG and RR districts with current zoning 
2  Does not take into account Quinton Sending Area needs
3  Assumes an overall village density of:
           50% @ 20,000 sf, /unit
           25% @ 10,000 sf / unit

                25% @  5,000 sf/ unit
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SECTION SEVEN: IMMEDIATE GROWTH MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

Without public sewer, Alloway and its neighboring municipalities cannot move forward with a viable 
Transfer of Development Rights program within their borders.  Partly due to this grant, the County has 
begun investigating coordinating an inter-municipal TDR program involving the County’s urban, 
sewered areas.  While the County progresses with their program, Alloway and its rural neighbors must 
work to manage the immediate development pressures facing them if they are to maintain their Master 
Plan goals.  Alternative growth management strategies are immediately implement able and should be 
examined by Alloway and its neighbors.

Alloway must be pro-active in its planning over the next year.  Its cluster ordinance should be re-
examined to determine its strengths and weaknesses.  It is particularly important to understand why the 
ordinance is not being utilized.  Alloway must re-examine its zoning districts and their requirements.  A 
recent ordinance which would have involved a minimal down zoning did not pass on a second reading, 
but is being reconsidered.  The proposed ordinance would have changed the one acre Ag and Low 
Residential districts to match the Rural Residential at 2acres/unit.  It would have changed the high 
residential district in the Village to 18,000 sf/unit from 12,000 sf/unit.  

It is essential, before reconsidering these changes, to reassess all the districts’ zoning limits.  The 
rationale and long term effects of each district’s zoning should be assessed.  The impact of and potential 
changes to the existing cluster ordinance must be taken into account when re-considering district zoning. 
And the possibilities of the proposed Redevelopment Area should be considered.

Six immediate steps that the Township should undertake are:
 Down zone districts outside the Village, based on a long range growth management plan, including 

the possibility of inter-municipal TDRs;
 Formulate design guidelines and regulations for the Village (or a “New Village”) which will allow 

more density and yet retain the rural character and charm of the Village;
 Continue active farmland easement program with County and State;
 Work with DCA to open negotiations with DEP for expanded sewer connections in Alloway and 

Quinton for a site specific;
 Be pro-active in involvement with neighboring municipalities and County to push for regional TDR; 

and, most crucially
 Update and mandate the cluster ordinance.

Even though there is controversy about cluster zoning as a farmland preservation tool,10 it is an accepted 
method for both accommodating growth and preserving land.  Alloway already has the rudiments of a 
cluster ordinance in place and its use follows from the goals of the Master Plan.  The cluster ordinance, 
in order to be more effective, should apply to all major subdivisions.  A yield plan and site analysis 
should become routine parts of subdivision applications.  Site analysis plans should include, at least, 
wetlands, species identification, soils suitability, easements in the immediate area.  Developers should 
10 Gregory s. Halich, “Equity Issues and Farmland Preservation, May 1999 (Masters Thesis for Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute), p. 20 .
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be offered credible bonuses for supplying waste water treatment through package plants or innovative 
technology. 

The Township could consider such methods as no minimum lot size with the onus on the developer to 
establish the viability of the waste water and water supply plan.  Without minimum lot size, 
development layouts should become more appealing, less like the conventional suburban development 
which mars the rural character.

Alloway should not delay in instituting these achievable changes while it continues to pursue the 
possibility of TDR.  All of these steps will place it in a better position to fulfill the State mandated 
requirements for TDR when and if a viable Receiving Area is established.
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ELSINBORO TOWNSHIP SMART GROWTH
WORKING PAPER

INTRODUCTION

This report builds on and complements the draft 2006 Elsinboro Master Plan.11   Year 2000 census 
reports were utilized as part of the  demographic basis, as well as property tax records, NJDEP aerial 
photography and statewide GIS data.   Information presented at public meetings and workshops, and 
citizen input in the form of Steering Committees and public meetings were utilized to identify and 
describe possible sending and receiving areas for a Transfer of Development Rights program involving 
the three municipalities.

Elsinboro Township’s 8,390 acres are basically rural, and sparsely developed.  Only 7% of the total land 
area is developed as shown in the chart below.12

 EXISTING LAND USE
Developed Land Acres % Total % Major Category

Residential 220.5 2.6 37.7
Commercial                  10.7 .1 1.8
Wholesale, Industry 4.5 .1 .8
Community Service 16.2 .2 2.8
Transportation 149.9 1.8 25.6
Utility 183.2 2.2 31.3
Total Developed Land 585.0 7.0 100.0

Undeveloped Land

Agriculture 3,039 36.2 42.9
Open Land 82.0 1.0 1.1
Marginal 2,982.6 35.5 38.2
Water 325.2 3.9 4.2
Useable Vacant 523.9 6.2 6.7
Woodland 541.0 6.5 6.9
Total Undeveloped Land 7,805.4 93.0 100.0
Total Land 8,390.4 100.0

The Township consists of large areas of wetland and tidal waters with farms and isolated residences 
interspersed on the limited upland.  Virtually the entire southern half of the Township is tidal water and 
wetland.  

There are two areas in the northern part of the Township which have a dense residential pattern.  As seen 
in Figure #3, the Tilbury Road area adjacent to Salem City forms a small island of upland with around 
150 residential lots.  And there is a substantial residential riverfront community along the Delaware 

11 From (draft) 2006 Elsinboro Township Master Plan by Louis Joyce, PP, AICP
12 Ibid.
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River frontage in the northwestern section of the Township.  This area also contains a large recreational 
use in the Salem Country Club Golf Course.  Industrial and commercial land use are basically 
nonexistent.  

Figure #3
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As can be seen in Figure #4 below, it is water and wetlands that are the restricting factor for 
development potential in Elsinboro.  Figure #4 shows all public and preserved land as well as the 
environmental constraints presented by the significant amount of tidal waters and wetland.  Potential 
areas for development are shown in white.

Figure #4
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Elsinboro’s  extensive wetlands and environmental constraints, and the fact that almost the entire 
Township lies within the CAFRA zone, mitigate against developer interest, at least for the foreseeable 
future

Almost half of Elsinboro is in the New Jersey State Development and Redevelopment Plan’s 
Environmentally Sensitive Area 5, which is also focused upon conservation.  The State Plan’s intentions 
for the Environmentally Sensitive Planning Area are:

“Accommodate growth in Centers; protect and enhance the existing character of barrier island 
communities; minimize the risks from natural hazards; provide access to coastal resources for 
public use and enjoyment; maintain and improve coastal resource quality; and revitalize cities and 
towns.”

The other half of Elsinboro is within the Rural Planning Area 4A.  The State Plan’s intentions for the 
Rural Planning Area are:

“Maintain the Environs as large contiguous areas of farmland and other lands; revitalize cities and 
towns; accommodate growth in Centers; promote a viable agricultural industry; protect the 
character of existing stable communities; and confine programmed sewers and public water services 
to Centers.”

Over time, the State’s intentions and Elsinboro’s Master Plan’s may not be enough to protect the 
Township from development which is not compatible with its goals.  The first four of the 2006 Master 
Plan’s objectives focus on maintenance of the Township’s rural character, in particular its agricultural 
base and natural resources.   

Elsinboro’s Master Plan’s land use goals are:

1. Maintain the Township's rural/agricultural character 
2. Preserve and encourage farming operations on Class I and Class II agricultural land. 
3. Protect, conserve and manage the Township's physical resources in order to sustain the value 

of the community's natural environment.  
4. Encourage a land use pattern which prevents incompatible land use situations.
5. Encourage viable commercial activity in designated areas. 
6. Ensure an adequate quantity and quality of housing which is responsive to the Township's 

demand for housing.
7. Develop a Circulation System which is coordinated with Land Use, efficient, safe, 

convenient, and reduces traffic congestion where that problem occurs.
8.  Provide for adequate community facilities compatible with future demand for those 

facilities.
9.  Preserve valuable historic resources within the Township

The Township, in order to achieve the majority of goals as articulated in the Master Plan, must consider 
what the Master Plan calls “growth alternatives” while equitably compensating landowners for lost 
development potential farmland and developing only areas where there is sufficient infrastructure to 
support that development.   Transfer of Development Rights can be considered one of several potential 
planning tools able to accomplish those goals.
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In examining the possibility of TDRs in Elsinboro, the community should analyze whether the amount 
of possible development (build out) under the present zoning can be re-directed to an area (or areas) 
which can support potential development, both in terms of infrastructure and in terms of maintenance of 
the character of the municipality.  Is Transfer of Development Rights a viable solution if Elsinboro 
cannot both preserve its rural character and accommodate the severed development rights and density 
elsewhere in the community?   If the community’s Master Plan advocates limiting growth based on 
community character, particularly environmental sensitivity as evidenced in its Planning Area 
designations, should the community be contemplating a growth management tool which would require 
high density development?   Finally, if Elsinboro chooses not to utilize TDRs due to its severe 
environmental constraints, what other immediate actions can the Township take to ensure any growth is 
compatible with its Master Plan goals and State Plan goals?

The 2006 Master Plan discusses Township population projections, economic growth and housing in 
depth.  They are briefly summarized here as the basis for a discussion of build out and carrying capacity 
upon which the findings in terms of TDR are based.13  The difficulty of implementing a Transfer of 
Development Rights program in Elsinboro accentuates the need for alternative growth management 
strategies.

BUILD OUT ANALYSIS

To understand the economic and population projections for Elsinboro, several factors must be first 
considered.  The size of the array under examination is very small, making predictions statistically less 
reliable.  There are limited amounts of land for development, either commercial or residential, 
decreasing development pressure.  The SJTPO, which acts as the official prognosticator for population 
and employment projections for Salem County, predicts a flat population for Elsinboro through 2025.14 

Considering the trend since 1980, shown in the table below, this can be considered a conservative 
estimate.  As can be seen, since 1980, the Township has lost 198 persons or 15% of its population.

CENSUS POPULATION SINCE 1980 IN ELSINBORO 

YEAR ACTUAL
1980 1,290
1990 1,170
2000 1,092

An alternative methodology utilizing building permits and COs issued can be utilized for population 
projection .  This method is considered more accurate when the numerical set being analyzed is small. 
There were 8 building permits issued in Elsinboro from 2000 through September 2006.  All resulted in 
Certificates of Occupancy.  If a household size of 2.9 persons is utilized, this would result in an increase 
of 23 persons.  Taking into account deaths and out-migration, the flat population projection of the 
SJTPO seems to be justified.

The problem most often cited with both the SJTPO statistical regression methodology and the building 
permit methodology for population predictions is that they do not take into account possible trend 

13 Complete data on population, employment and housing is available in the 2006 Master Plan draft.
14 Michael Reeves, “Developing Population & Employment Projections for the Regional Transportation Plan,” December, 
2003.
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changes.  Instead, the projections are based on historical data.  In consideration of the development 
explosions throughout south Jersey in the last two decades, historically based methodologies must be 
viewed with a jaundiced eye.  On the other hand, in Elsinboro, environmental constraints do act as 
effective obstacle to change, making continuation of the trend more likely than in other municipalities. 
Even though the array is small, making projections risky, Elsinboro is protected from uncontrolled 
development due to its environmental constraints.
 
As seen in the table below and graphically in Figure #5, the majority of Elsinboro’s land is zoned 
conservation, requiring 5 acres for construction of a single family home.  The next largest district is 
Rural Residential-Agriculture.  This area of 3,770 acres requires 75,000 square feet for construction.  

The smallest district is commercial at 5.82 acres.  While the SJTPO prediction is for an increase of 22 
jobs in the community over the next twenty years, the commercial opportunities offered by the current 
zoning are limited.  Farming and fishing and the one commercial enterprise, the golf course, are the 
main economic opportunities within the Township.   The golf course, located in the low residential 
zoning district, is more likely to be developed for housing than generate jobs.
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ACRES BY ZONING DISTRICT - ELSINBORO TOWNSHIP

ZONE SYMBOL ALLOWED DENSITY ACRES

CONSERVATION CONS 5 ACRE 4,354.02

RURAL RESIDENTIAL – AGRICULTURE RR-A 75,000 SF 3,772.40

LOW RESIDENTIAL LR 25,000 SF 304.12

MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL MR 18,000 SF 99.88

COMMERCIAL C 25,000 SF 5.82

TOTAL ACREAGE 8,536.24

Figure #5
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In spite of the limited possibilities for residential or commercial development in Elsinboro, it is useful to 
examine how large the buildout for the community is under current zoning, especially in light of the 
aforementioned golf course which has considerable development attraction.  As can be seen in Figure #6 
below, which overlays the environmental restrictions of water and wetlands on the zoning map, There is 
virtually no developable land within the conservation district.  The Rural Residential-Agriculture district 
becomes more restricted for development when public and preserved parcels are overlaid over the 
Township as seen in Figure #7.

Figure #6
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Figure #7
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Compared to Alloway and Quinton, Elsinboro has a fairly low buildout number as shown in the table 
below.  Even so, there is a fair amount of developable land in the Rural Residential-Agricultural district 
as well as the potential of a significant residential development on the golf course in the Low Residential 

zone.

POTENTIAL BUILDOUT UNDER CURRENT ZONING
ELSINBORO TOWNSHIP

ZONE  → CONS RR-A LR MR C

TOTAL
BUILD
OUT

POTENTIALDistrict minimum 
→

5
ACRE

75,000
SF 25,000 SF

18,000
SF

25,000
SF

Total Acres in 
Zone 4354.02 3,772.40 304.12 99.88 5.02
Deduct for 
Wetlands and Tidal 
Water 4243 1,500 109 4.25 2.72

Deduct for 
Protected land NOTE 1,561 8.63 2.90 0

Deduct for fully 
developed parcels 66 80 32.56 16.29 0

SUBTOTAL 45 631 154 76.49 2.3
Factor for 
infrastructure 
@20% 36 504 123 61.1 1.84

POTENTIAL 
RESIDENT’L

UNITS @BUILD-
OUT 7 292 214 147 3 660

POTENTIAL NON-
RESIDENTIAL

UNITS @BUILD-
OUT 3 3

* Not otherwise protected
Figure #8

Six hundred additional units could double the Township’s population.  In addition, new development 
will trigger a further COAH affordable housing obligation beyond the current past obligation of 28 units. 
The 2006 Master Plan (draft) observes that, due to the environmental constraints making development 
with septic systems difficult and the unlikelihood of the Township receiving the “required water and/or 
sewer during the period of substantive certification,” the potential fair share burden may possibly be 
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deferred.  Nevertheless, the Township should confront its growth potential with some sort of 
management strategy.

SENDING AND RECEIVING AREAS IN A TDR

In contemplating Transfer of Development Rights as a growth management scheme, Elsinboro is faced 
with multiple obstacles.  First and foremost, as with Quinton and Alloway, a viable Receiving Area 
presents a large obstacle to Transfer of Development Rights in Elsinboro, even with its comparatively 
small build out.

Under certain circumstances (including expansion of their common public sewer trunk), Quinton and 
Alloway, with their shared border and existing village centers, may have enough common denominators 
to envision a mutually beneficial inter-municipal TDR agreement.  Elsinboro, geographically separate 
from the other Townships and with its substantially smaller build out numbers, is not a strong a 
candidate for an inter-municipal TDR agreement with Alloway and Quinton.  

A discussion of  whether Elsinboro meets the statutory criteria for implementing a Transfer of 
Development Rights program should begin with the probability of being able to balance the Sending and 
Receiving Areas.  Of the three municipalities in this study, Elsinboro comes the closest to presenting a 
case for a balanced TDR program (based on the possibility of extending the sewer lines from Salem 
City).   If the remaining developable land in the Rural Residential-Agricultural district constituted the 
Sending Area, then the developable land in the MR and LR districts could absorb all the credits 
generated.  

The existing development pattern in Elsinboro has predetermined where to draw the lines around the 
Sending and Receiving Areas.  The more densely developed area designated MR and adjacent to Salem 
City is a natural Receiving Area.  Connected to this district by Sinnickson Landing Road, the LR 
district, is an already developed waterfront community called Oakwood Beach.  Oakwood Beach and its 
immediate environs, including the Country Club, constitute another area which existing development 
patterns have positioned to be a natural Receiving Area.  Figure #8 illustrates the location of these two 
zoning districts and their proximity to Salem City.

The problem with this area as an acceptable Receiving Area is the lack of public sewer.  An extension of 
sewer service from Salem City would be required to meet the statutory criteria for a Receiving Area. 
Salem’s sewage line could be extended into Elsinboro’s Medium Density Residential district along 
Salem City’s border and then along Sinnickson Landing Road to the Low Density Residential Area. 
Public sewer service to this area would resolve the extant septic problems at Oakwood Beach and allow 
for limited higher density housing to accommodate Sending Area credits in the existing residential 
portions of the Township.  
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Figure #8
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Another predicament in moving toward delineating Receiving (or growth) Areas for Elsinboro is 
the newly developed Master Plan.  Developed in close association with the Planning Board and based on 
the presentation of multiple growth scenarios, Elsinboro’s new Master Plan chooses to limit growth 
possibilities within the Township to an extent which prevents establishment of viable Receiving Areas 
within the Township.  The Township opted to limit further growth along the Delaware River to the MR 
district  and to the northern area of the LR district shown in Figure #8.  This does not present enough 
developable land to compose a Receiving Area.  The 2006 Master Plan acknowledges that Elsinboro 
must have some growth but seeks to limit it in keeping with the desires of residents.   The Plan states, 
“Significant residential development is discouraged outside of these residential areas because of poor 
development capability and the prevalence of important natural resources.”

In order to preserve its agricultural base, the Master Plan recommends 75,000 square feet zoning in the 
RR-A area to constitute a restricted growth area.  In a TDR program, this area would constitute the 
Sending Area.  But as seen in the other communities in this study, the Sending Area must have a 
sufficiently restrictive zoning to motivate developers to buy the transfer credits rather than simply 
develop under the existing zoning.  History has shown that, with adequate development pressure, 1.75 
acre density will not discourage conversion of farmland to housing.  

The Master Plan, which embodies the best efforts of the Planning Board and represents the thinking of 
the population of Elsinboro, is more realistic about the choices facing the Township than first glance 
might suggest.  Elsinboro’s method for confronting and coping with growth is realistic in light of the 
difficulties of extending sewer lines, especially when, as pointed out in the Master Plan, there are large 
parts of Salem City with sewers which are sparsely developed.  The fact is that Elsinboro is not in a 
position, under the statute, to institute a TDR program, either alone or with other municipalities.

The Transfer of Development Law requires that the Receiving Area have certain characteristics.  The 
Receiving Zone shall:

1. Be appropriate and suitable for development;
2. Have a realistically achievable potential for development in terms of:

a. The availability of infrastructure
b. Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance
c. Local land market values

3. Have the necessary infrastructure either in place or scheduled
4. Be consistent with State, County and local Master Plan objectives, including reasonable 

population and economic forecasts
5. Be at least of sufficient area to accommodate all of the development potential of the Sending 

Area

While Elsinboro’s LR and MR districts meet numbers 1 and 5 above, they emphatically do not have the 
characteristics of 2 through 4.   Presently and in the foreseeable future, these two districts lack the 
essential infrastructure components of public water and sewer.  The new Master Plan recommends 
further restricting the size of the LR district due to septic problems in the already developed area.  Any 
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potential Receiving Area in Elsinboro as discussed above does not have local support which is the most 
basic building block for a successful TDR program.   
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN LIEU OF TDR

Absent the possibility of a viable near future Transfer of Development Rights program, there are steps 
which Elsinboro Township should take to implement a growth management strategy.  Because there 
does exist some possibility of potential development in the Township, a fair share housing plan should 
be created.  Growth Share Ordinances designed to protect the Township’s rural, agricultural and 
environmental character and, simultaneously, discourage builder’s remedy suits should be implemented.. 

Elsinboro’s Master Plan pragmatically acknowledges the difficulties of procuring public sewer and 
water for the substantial growth necessary for growth within its borders.  On the other hand, the 
Township must begin the discussion of whether the 75,000 square foot zoning it has established in the 
RR-A zone can realistically prevent more growth in that zone than it desires.  The Township should 
consider adding a mandatory cluster ordinance within the RR-A zone in order to maintain the area’s 
agricultural and rural character in the long run.

Even though there is controversy about cluster zoning as a farmland and open space  preservation tool,15 

it is an accepted method for both accommodating growth and preserving land.  The use of clustering 
follows from the goals of the Master Plan.  The cluster ordinance, in order to be effective, should apply 
to all major subdivisions.  A yield plan and site analysis should become routine parts of subdivision 
applications.  Site analysis plans should include, at the least, wetlands, threatened and endangered 
species identification, soils suitability, and easements in the immediate area.  

The immediate growth management techniques which Elsinboro should adopt in light of the 
unfeasibility of TDR are:
• Institute a comprehensive cluster ordinance as part of its Master Plan;
• Prepare a fair share housing plan and adopt ordinances to implement it;
• Petition for Plan Endorsement since that is the first necessary step toward any future extension of 

sewer lines within the Township.

15 Gregory s. Halich, “Equity Issues and Farmland Preservation, May 1999 (Masters Thesis for Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute), p. 20 .
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WORKING PAPER

INTRODUCTION

This report builds on and complements the 1990 Quinton Master Plan and the 2000 Re-examination of 
that Master Plan.  Year 2000 census reports were utilized as part of the  demographic basis, as well as 
property tax records, NJDEP aerial photography and statewide GIS data.   Information presented at 
public meetings and workshops, and citizen input in the form of Steering Committees and public 
meetings were utilized to identify and describe potential sending and receiving areas for a Transfer of 
Development Rights program involving Quinton and other municipalities.

Quinton Township’s 15,550 acres are basically rural, and sparsely developed with less than 10% of the 
total land developed.   The Township consists of rolling farmland and substantial areas of forest, lakes 
and wetlands.  Industrial and commercial land use constitute just 3% of total land coverage.  About 28% 
of the Township is wetland or open water.  Figure #3 depicts the available land for development. The 
mapped developable parcels exclude wetlands, water areas and lands which are public or are preserved 
by the State, Salem County, local or private entity.

Figure #3
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Quinton’s woodlands and open fields, combined with the slight roll of the land, present an enticing lure 
to developers.  Quinton Township lies less than one hour from Philadelphia and Wilmington and is 
slightly more than one hour to Atlantic City.  The New Jersey Turnpike and the Delaware Memorial 
Bridge are easily accessible. (Figure #4 situates Quinton and the adjacent municipalities within the 
larger region.) 

The village center of Quinton is located on State Highway #49 and has a general store, a K-8 public 
school, fire department, post office, lumber yard as well as 18th and 19th century houses and several small 
home businesses.  A few more commercial establishments are located in and around the village and the 
municipal building is also located on Route 49 west of the Village in a converted bank.  Quinton fits 
nicely into the idealized picture envisioned in the State Plan for rural areas.  
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The rural picture and the character of the community might, and probably will, be altered within the next 
decade.  Under current zoning16, the gross build out for available land in the community is 5,462 new 
units.  Quinton’s zoning could result in vast tracts of development housing, new Township roads, the 
need for additional school space and buses, and the need for extended services throughout the 
Township’s 25 square miles.  Local property taxes and the cost of living will have to rise to meet the 
demands of scattered housing developments.  

Quinton last re-examined its 1990 Comprehensive Plan in late 2000.  The Reexamination Report made 
several suggestions for changes in zoning and urged more proactive planning, but the Township did not 
decide to change or alter any of its ten primary goals.  The goals which form the basis for Quinton’s 
vision for itself are:

• Retain rural character and environment
• Preserve farming operations on prime agricultural land
• Provide attractive sites for industrial and commercial establishments to increase the 

Township’s economic base and employment opportunities
• Provide for adequate and diversified housing supply in attractive neighborhoods
• Maintain or raise residential values by preventing the introduction of incompatible uses, 

requiring development standards, and preserving the natural beauty of the Township
• Identify and preserve historic and scenic resources of Quinton
• Revitalize and reinforce the Village as a small commercial center
• Provide for adequate community facilities, particularly future water supply and sewerage 

systems
• Develop a circulation system which is coordinated with land use, efficient, safe, convenient 

and reduces traffic congestion in dense residential areas
• Provide adequate open space for present and future populations.

The Quinton Township Master Plan goals support a solid basis for a TDR program with the intention of 
preserving the farm economy while reinforcing the role of the Village as a housing and commercial 
center.  The State Plan classifies Quinton entirely as Rural Planning Area, (PA 4).  The State Plan’s 
intentions for the Rural Planning Area are:

“Maintain the Environs as large contiguous areas of farmland and other lands; revitalize cities and 
towns; accommodate growth in Centers; promote a viable agricultural industry; protect the 
character of existing stable communities; and confine programmed sewers and public water services 
to Centers.”

As can be seen in Figure #5, the present residential land use pattern in Quinton is linear development 
predominantly along Route #49 and several other Township roads.  Looking at residential development 
since 1985, it can be seen that there are inroads onto “new” territory, but still in the same linear 
formation along existing roads.  This pattern indicates small, non-developer driven residential growth 
increases.  As developers focus their  efforts in Salem County from Gloucester and Atlantic Counties, 
the current linear pattern of development will change to reflect larger tract developments with new roads 
and the loss of entire parcels of woodland and farmland

16 See Figure 6
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Figure #5

The Township requested expansion of its Village boundary in the last Cross Acceptance round in order 
to accommodate new growth there.17   Without a viable alternative to housing development and 
subdivisions in its environs, Quinton will follow the model of municipalities to the north which could 
not or did not want to stop the suburbanization of their land.   In fact, expansion of the boundaries of the 
Village alone will not prevent loss of farm and woodlands without an incentive for developers to locate 
commercial and residential development in the Village.  The Township, in order to achieve the majority 
of goals as articulated in its Comprehensive Plan, must consider a technique which equitably 
compensates its landowners, preserves its farmland and develops only areas where there is sufficient 
infrastructure to support that development.   Transfer of Development Rights is one of several potential 
planning tools able to accomplish that goal.  

17 The village in Quinton has not been designated under State Plan rules but was identified as a Center in earlier State Plans.  
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In examining the possibility of TDRs in Quinton, the community must analyze whether the amount of 
possible development (build out) under the present zoning can be re-directed to an area (or areas) which 
can support the development, both in terms of infrastructure and in terms of maintenance of the 
character of the municipality.  Is Transfer of Development Rights a viable solution if Quinton cannot 
both preserve its rural character and accommodate the severed development rights and density elsewhere 
in the community?  If Quinton Township cannot utilize TDRs, what other immediate actions can the 
Township take to manage its growth?

Before discussing what land the Township identifies for preservation, it is necessary to have an idea of 
what the current social and economic picture is in Quinton Township.  And, just as vital, the Township 
needs to understand how that picture may change over the next 10 to 20 years.  The first three sections 
of this Report examine current and predicted population, economic growth and housing change in the 
Township.  Section Four constitutes the Build Out analysis and discussion of carrying capacity. 
Sections Five talks about some of the issues that must be resolved before delineating Sending and 
Receiving Areas. Section Six reviews the possibilities and boundaries for Sending and Receiving Areas 
in Quinton and neighboring municipalities.  The final Section of the Report conveys the current stance 
of the Township with regard to implementing TDR and/or other growth management strategies.  The 
Report concludes with recommendations, based on public feedback, for the Township.

SECTION ONE: POPULATION

To understand the population trends and projections for Quinton, other factors must be introduced.  As 
stated earlier, Quinton is a rural community with a predominance of wooded areas and farmland.  But it 
has been decades since the majority of its population were farmers or lived off the land.  The 2000 
Census reports that the resident population has 9 jobs or .8% of the local labor force of 1,180 working in 
the agricultural or forestry industry.  

Thus a land use which utilizes over 65% of the land directly employs a very small segment of the 
population.  It is land utilization, not economics which drive the predominance of agriculture in Quinton. 
In which case, presumably, the non-farm employed population could grow substantially and not impact 
the way of life, as long as it did not eat up the available farmland in doing so.  The question then is how 
much population growth can Quinton absorb without permanent damage to its rural character?

Between 1970 and 1990 Quinton lost 87 residents according to US Census figures.  This is a population 
drop of 3.5%.  The last decade of the 20th century saw a reversal of that trend with a healthy population 
increase of 275, almost a 10% jump.  

Based on the census figures in Salem County and the decline in population across the County between 
1990 and 2000, the South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization (SJTPO) has “assigned” 
municipalities one of three labels: growth, stable or declining.  Quinton’s projection was in the  growth 
category with an approximate 10% gain every ten years through 2025 according to the SJTPO.18  

An alternative methodology of building permits and COs issued can be utilized for population 
projections.  This method is sometimes regarded as more accurate when the numerical set being 

18 Michael Reeves, “Developing Population & Employment Projections for the Regional Transportation Plan,” December, 
2003.
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analyzed is so small.  There were 48 building permits issued in Quinton from 2000 to 2005.  All resulted 
in Certificates of Occupancy.  If a household size of 2.5 persons is utilized, this would result in an 
increase of 128 persons.  The SJTPO projection is for 120 persons in 2005.  The building permit method 
seems to reinforce the SJTPO projection.  

The problem with both the SJTPO and the building permit methodology for population predictions is 
that they do not take into account possible trend changes.  They are based on historical data.  For the 
purposes of this report, historically based methodologies must be viewed with a jaundiced eye.  It is 
more valuable to study the trends in neighboring communities which lie between the expanding 
suburban market and Quinton, and to learn from the lessons of once rural communities like Woolwich, 
Deptford and Mt. Laurel.  

The trend theory of forecasting is that there is no valid statistical predictive method to project or 
measure the likely growth of as small an array as Quinton (or any of the small municipalities making up 
the small county of Salem).  Depending on regional and national trends, growth just might continue on 
in the stable manner as it has for the last half century.  It is important to note, though, that even the 
historical growth is beginning to eat away at the woodlands and open farmland of the community, absent 
large scale developers.  Any population growth, combined with continuation of the linear road pattern 
for new housing may, in the long run, be as harmful to the preservation of the farm economy as large 
scale housing developments.  

There is the alternative possibility, given the trends evident in communities to the west and north, that 
Quinton will experience exponential growth in the next decade or two.  The arrival of large scale 
developers looking for easily buildable and fairly low cost land could bring a doubling or tripling of the 
population in a period of five years.  Slightly fewer than 1,000 housing units will double the Township 
population.   In Quinton, the vast majority of the land for development is located in the PBR district, 
which allows density as low as 1 unit/acre, as shown in the Table below and Figure 6 following. 

ACRES BY ZONING DISTRICT IN QUINTON TOWNSHIP

ZONE SYMBOL
ALLOWED 
DENSITY ACRES

PERC-BORING RESIDENTIAL PBR 1 ACRE* 14,475

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/OFFICE LIO 5 ACRE 770.56

RESIDENTIAL R-1 15,000 SF 83.37

RESIDENTIAL R-2 8,000 SF 56.71

VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL VR 6,500 SF 81.22

HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL HC 60,000 SF 71.80

MANUFACTURING M 5 ACRE 29.38

TOTAL ACREAGE 15,568.04
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Figure #6

Quinton’s zoning is geared toward residential development.  Its largest zoning district is also the most 
restrictive at a minimum of 1 acre per unit.  There are over 1200 parcels potentially available for 
development (not preserved or public land) in the PBR district.  Of these, 172 are over 20 contiguous 
acres, comprising over eight thousand acres of land .  With a conservative yield of 65% to account for 
roads, poorly drained soils and wetlands, that leaves a worst case scenario possibility of 5,000 new 
developable units at one unit per acre.  Presently Quinton has just over 1100 housing units. This scenario 
of an additional 5,000 units of housing does not take into account the ability of determined developers to 
assemble smaller parcels of land packages for development.

This development scenario does not fit with Quinton’s Master Plan vision or goals and objectives.  The 
build-out analysis is presented here to alert the Township to the possibility that population projections 
which foresee slow and steady growth might not be the best basis for planning.
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A forecast method should be utilized which requires the Township to consider trends in the region, its 
current zoning and the common sense likelihood that over the next ten years, barring a recession, 
Quinton will see the advent of major development.  This scenario envisions housing developers buying 
relatively cheap land in Quinton and locking in zoning permissions in preparation for the large scale 
housing developments they have accomplished elsewhere in South Jersey.  Washington Township, 
Gloucester County, processes over 300 building permits a year.  That is one house per business day. 
When developers run out of available land in sewered areas, they eventually will advance to areas where 
they can build on lots to accommodate septic, such as Quinton’s PBR zoning.  

In conclusion, estimating the future population growth in Quinton is more of an art than a science.  The 
database is too small and the variables too numerous for a statistically pure analysis.  It is better, and 
more relevant, for the Township to put into place mechanisms to fulfill its Master Plan goals and 
objectives regardless of the direction the population figures indicate.  With this in mind, an examination 
of the economic growth for the Township will better indicate what steps the community should take with 
regard to growth mechanisms and development.

SECTION TWO:  ECONOMIC GROWTH

As with population, economic growth, particularly employment growth, is difficult to project due to the 
small baseline numbers with which the Township must work.  Again, in the SJTPO employment 
projections, no statistical model was utilized.  Instead a flat 10% growth for the entire County was set 
for the year 2025.  The same parameters as utilized in the population predictions, declining, stable and 
growth, were applied to the municipalities.  Using this methodology, Quinton’s employment projections 
show an increase of local jobs from 150 in 2005 to 173 in 2015.  Quinton, according to the SJTPO, had 
the lowest real number of local jobs of any Salem County municipality in 2000.

The low job count is in part due to Quinton’s relative remoteness and residential-rural character.  But it 
may be influenced by the zoning districts within the Township.  The limited areas for commercial, 
particularly in the Village, are a disincentive to business.   The Village has the potential for increased 
commercial activity if zoning allows it.  There is room for commercial expansion at the current level of 
development.  There would be a much higher likelihood of attracting commercial enterprise if there was 
public sewer.

 The Village will be connected to public sewer lines in the next year or so.  But that potential is limited 
as the Wastewater Agreement allows only limited additional connections beyond those existing in the 
Agreement.  Without additional sewer connections, economic growth in the Village will be limited.  The 
Village zoning of 6,500 square feet/unit cannot accommodate growth without public sewer lines.  This is 
validated by the State’s willingness to connect existing units based only on failing septic systems.

The Quinton Master Plan states as its third goal to “provide attractive sites for industrial and commercial 
establishments to increase the Township’s economic base and employment opportunities.”  This would 
seem to indicate that, in spite of its zoning, the Township is not adverse to some compatible commercial 
development.  The Village is a far more likely and inviting business incubator than the current 
commercial zoning located on Route 49 at Gravelly Hill Road in the eastern part of the Township.  

It would be a great disadvantage to the municipality if housing growth, with its attendant municipal 
costs, occurred and the concomitant economic growth to support the increased municipal costs was 
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transferred to other municipalities because opportunities in Quinton were limited.  Without public sewer, 
it is unlikely that Quinton will even achieve the gains in employment which are predicted in the SJTPO 
predictions.  

SECTION THREE: HOUSING 
Quinton has not adopted a Housing Element or Fair Share Plan in response to its fair share housing 
obligation.  The Township has a past total obligation from Rounds #1 and #2 of 16 units with a 
rehabilitation share obligation of 4.  The third round rules are based on growth projections to 2014 
which are adjusted through time as real figures of housing and non-residential square footage become 
available.  Quinton must, as part of its planning, estimate the number of additional units for its low and 
moderate income housing growth share through 2014.   
 
This is relevant to TDRs because the Receiving Area of a TDR program incurs the growth share 
obligation for COAH.  Because of this, transferring across municipal lines becomes somewhat more 
complicated.  Increased density in the existing Quinton village or new development anywhere in the 
municipality will have to be done with the Quinton’s fair share housing obligation in mind.

A new Fair Share Housing Plan for Quinton should propose several methods for resolving its 
obligations, both from prior rounds and future.   An ordinance requiring one unit of low/moderate 
housing for every X market rate units in a development is the simplest solution.  The ordinance could 
offer incentives to fulfill the affordable housing obligation by offering developers an increase in density 
to encourage creation of the obligated  units of past and future housing.  This arrangement is dependent, 
though, on the ability to offer public sewer and water to accommodate safely the increase in density.  

SECTION FOUR: BUILD OUT ANALYSIS/CARRYING CAPACITY

If the projection models utilized by regional agencies to predict anticipated population and economic 
growth for the next ten years are in doubt, how can Quinton (and Alloway and Elsinboro) formulate a 
basis for a Transfer of Development Rights program and why should they add a Development Transfer 
Plan Element to their Master Plan?   The answer lies in the increasing development in the region and in 
the scenario presented by full build out in the Townships.  Figure #7 is a table indicating the number of 
units each zoning district in Quinton could achieve under full build out with current zoning.19  

19 Build out can vary depending on the infrastructure factor which is utilized.  Appendix A explains the methodology and data 
utilized for Figure #6.
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POTENTIAL BUILDOUT UNDER CURRENT ZONING
QUINTON TOWNSHIP

ZONE  → PB-R R-1 R-2 VR HC LIO M

TOTAL
BUILD
OUT

POTENTIAL

District minimum →
1

ACRE
15,000

SF
8,000 

SF
6,500 

SF
60,000 

SF
5 

ACRE
5 

ACRE

Total Acres in Zone 14,475 83.37 56.71 66.93 71.80 770.56 29.68

Deduct for Wetlands and 
Lakes 3835 4.9 0.0 15.09 5.42 70.1 0.0

Deduct for Modified 
Wetlands @ 75% 1460 5.25 0.0

      .
93 0.0 44 0.0

Deduct for Protected land 1409 0 1.18 7.96 23.74 159.77 0.0

Deduct for fully 
developed parcels 394.4 34.21 17.86 2.84 11.06 71.86 14.72
Deduct for development 
on parcels with further 
development potential 477 2.06 21.94 7.6 2.75 75 5.00

SUBTOTAL 6900 36.95 15.73 32.51 28.83 350 9.96

Factor for infrastructure 
x.75 =
5175

X .7=
25.86

x .7 =
11

x .7 =
22.76

x .8 =
23.06

x .70 =
245

x .70 =
6.97

POTENTIAL 
RESIDENT’L

UNITS @BUILD-OUT 5175 75 60 152 5462
POTENTIAL NON-

RESIDENTIAL
UNITS @BUILD-OUT 16 49 1 66

Figure #7

In terms of future growth, where can the Township expect developers to put 5,400 possible units? 
Generally, developers look first at zoning and then at environmental constraints, such as steep slopes, 
and wetlands.  Practically the entire Township is in the PBR district with its possible one acre zoning. 
The white areas in Figure #8 illustrate areas most likely to be targeted initially by developers for 
development.  Developers will avoid wetlands and areas of governmental control such as within the 
CAFRA zone.  On the other hand, lands close to preserved parcels may be attractive to developers.
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Figure #8

Much of the northern section of the Township is wetlands as can be seen in Figure #8.  Slightly over 
25% of soils in the Township are associated with wetlands.  While wetlands are fairly well protected by 
New Jersey State law, woodlands are more vulnerable to development. 

Quinton is approximately 34% woodlands and, in a coastal plan anomaly, the Township has some 
topographical differentiation.  Burden Hill rises over 140 feet above sea level.  The Burden Hill wooded 
area is now protected by the New Jersey Conservation Foundation.  But there are other steeply sloped, 
wooded areas in the Township which are not suitable environmentally for development, but, ironically, 
are just the sort of land home builders might seek out.  

Decisions on where to channel growth should be made at the Township level as part of public policy. 
Over-development of the wooded areas of the Township will degrade water quality and the unique 
character of the Township over time.  The decision on Sending Area, and eventually Receiving Area, 
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turns not just on build out potential but on carrying capacity of the area in terms of septic suitability, 
wetlands, agricultural buffers and water availability.  While carrying capacity is defined in terms of the 
infrastructure of the potential Receiving Area, it should be taken into account in examining potential 
Sending Areas because the tipping point for carrying capacity is often exceeded in rural area housing 
developments well before community understanding, resulting in environmental degradation.  The 
results are then paid for, not by the developers, but by the larger community in long term water quality 
problems, pollution, and public health issues due to septic failures.

In Quinton, a realistic carrying capacity basis is water quantity and quality, perhaps more than the 
familiar septic capability (the basis of the PBR zone in Quinton).  Septic problems can be resolved with 
public sewer and through affordable package treatment plants.  Water distribution and allotments in 
South Jersey are becoming increasingly vital to residential growth and to agriculture.  Simultaneously, 
the State is moving to restrict water allocations for both agricultural and residential users.   

There is the potential for a conflict between agricultural practices and large scale residential 
development as water becomes increasingly scarce and State allocations are tightened.  A corollary to 
using water share as the determining carrying capacity factor is a more subtle determinant for carrying 
capacity.  That is the viability of farming in a developing area.  There is a point at which the agriculture 
economy becomes subsumed by residential development.

Studies have shown that there is a tipping point at which farms may remain but farming ceases to be a 
viable industry.20   A consideration in determining Sending Area then should be how much of the 
farmland in Quinton can be lost before the Township becomes a residential community with a little 
farml rather than a viable agricultural community which sustains residential housing.  

Presently 348 parcels are taxed as farmland (both qualified and non) in Quinton, amounting to 9,964 
acres of the Township’s roughly 15,500 acres.  Of these, over 22 parcels are greater than 100 acres, 60 
are greater than 50 acres and 115 are 25 acres or more.  When deciding upon the size and configuration 
of the Sending Area in a TDR program, a community should consider how many acres of contiguous 
farmland can be lost before the farm industry is permanently damaged.  Figure #9 shows the available 
properties in Quinton which have significant contiguous acreage and minimal environmental constraints. 
As can be seen, the eastern quadrant of the Township where the greatest number of unencumbered larger 
parcels exists, is most vulnerable to large scale development. 

20 Gregory s. Halich, “Equity Issues and Farmland Preservation, May 1999 (Masters Thesis for Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute).
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Figure #9

The table below shows carrying capacity factors which should be considered when delineating Sending 
and Receiving Areas.

Factor Based on To Consider
Septic Soils and lot size Current zoning is based on percolation tests 

with the assumption of individual septic 
systems

Water availability State allotments and lot 
size

Changing State regulations
Farm vs. residential allocation

Woodlands Large amount of forested 
land 

Affect of clearing on drainage 

Agricultural Viability Parcel size Contiguous farms
Size needed for economic success
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Other carrying capacity factors, such as roads, public sewer expansion, school capacity, fire protection 
can be upgraded and increased, albeit with considerable capital investment.  The amount of water and 
the ability of agricultural industry to survive cannot be upgraded or increased.  As such, water 
availability and agricultural viability should be the key factors in consideration of any Sending Area in 
Quinton.

SECTION FIVE: SENDING AND RECEIVING AREA ISSUES

A discussion of the Sending Area must begin with the criteria 
imposed by the Transfer of Development Rights Law (NJSA 
40:55D-140a).  But an identification and description of all 
prospective sending areas raises the question of how a 
community will decide what areas to include in its Sending 
Area.  Therefore, before moving on to what the citizens of 
Quinton might see as potential Sending Area(s), the policy 
issues which were considered before arriving at the Sending 
Area site should be described.  A general discussion of the four policy issues which govern any TDR 
program is provided to “set the table” for the specifics of sending areas in Quinton Township.

The predominant policy issue is the size of the Sending Area, but the Sending
Area and Receiving Area must always be considered together.  The sending and receiving areas have a 
symbiotic relationship, not able to exist without each other and, of necessity 
having to stay in balance to ensure the program’s viability.  The critical issue
in discussing TDRs is finding the balance between the amount of land to be
preserved from development and the development capacity at the site to which builders will move the 
credits.  There are two basic ways to move forward on determining Sending Area size.  It can be 
predicated on the amount of land which a municipality desires to preserve from development or on the 
amount of development that can be borne in the Receiving Area.  

In the first method, the Receiving Area is delineated after the amount of land to be preserved is 
calculated, and is more often utilized when a virgin Receiving Area is envisioned, as in the “New 
Village” concept.  The second method “backs into” the Sending Area size, first looking at what level of 
development is desired in the Receiving Area.  This is most often utilized in a situation with an existing 
underdeveloped area which has been designated to receive new development, as in an established urban 
area like Bethesda Maryland, which became the Receiving Area for rural Montgomery County.

A third option might be called the “sliding” size.  In this option, there is no “set” Sending Area.  Instead 
criteria are established under which any parcel of land can qualify for TDR sending credits.  With this 
methodology, the Sending Area is much more in synchronization with the requisite development 
pressure for the Receiving Area.  There is a heavier administration burden, but it is closer to a true 
market system.  This option is not available under the New Jersey legislation since the Sending Area and 
Receiving Area must be delineated and described previous to acceptance in the program.  

First and foremost, the parcels chosen for preservation within the Sending Area should be consistent 
with the goals and objectives of the Township’s Master Plan, the Salem County Master Plan and those 
for Planning Area #4 under the State Plan.  The eligibility standard for inclusion in the sending area 
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must match the stated purpose of the Master Plans, whether it be farmland preservation or open space 
preservation or environmental concerns. 

In deciding on the size of the Sending Area, there should be awareness of how much and where land is 
already preserved and/or likely to be preserved due to environmental constraints and other land use 
restrictions.  Figure #8 displays the land in Quinton that is presently protected and/or environmentally 
constrained.  Sending Areas which include this land maximize the impact of every additional parcel of 
land which is preserved through a TDR easement.

Creating realistic incentives for landowners in the Sending Area to utilize the TDR program is another 
important consideration when creating Sending Areas.  In a TDR program, there must be a financial 
incentive for landowners to participate.  If zoning and Township subdivision procedures outside the 
TDR program are easy and lucrative for the developer, incentive to participate in the TDR program, or 
any innovative zoning such as clustering, is lowered.  While there will be landowners, particularly 
farmers, who transfer development rights in order to continue farming, history has shown that there are 
other landowners who are only too willing to sell to a developer offering a rewarding price for the 
outright sale of their land either to cash out the land equity for retirement or owners who own the land 
for investment purposes. 

The most effective policy to overcome the lure of outright sale of the land is to make sure that the 
“allocation rate” (that is the number of TDR credits/acre) yields at least as much, if not more, 
compensation as the value lost through opting out of direct sale of the property.  This must be 
accompanied by a zoning and development procedure policy which makes development which does not 
utilize TDR credits less financially attractive.  Down zoning and restrictions on subdivision are two 
methods utilized to accomplish a more restrictive development climate.

A final policy consideration in terms of Sending Area is the administration process.  Administration of 
the program is, in reality, an overall policy consideration for TDRs.  It is the local landowners in the 
Sending Area who will be most affected if the procedure is cumbersome or confusing.  If the TDR 
administrative program gets the reputation of being difficult to understand or to execute, the landowners 
may opt out of it which will, effectively, limit the effectiveness the program.  A small municipality with 
minimum staff must strategize from the beginning to arrive at a method for administering its TDR 
program which is not overly bureaucratic but which meets the substantial clerical needs of the program 
imposed the state statute.

The establishment of the Sending Area should be based on thorough and thoughtful examination of 
these policy issues.  Once the policy issues and the administrative requirements are resolved, Quinton 
Township can move forward to delineate its Sending Area.  

By law, the sending area zone must be composed “predominantly” of land having one or more of the 
following characteristics in the table below:21

21 The TDR law goes on to state that land which is already permanently restricted may be included in the sending zone if it is 
in the best interest of the public.  And that the TDR ordinance may assign bonus development potential to specific parcels in 
the sending zone based on stated criteria to encourage their permanent protection.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SENDING AREA

agricultural land habitat of endangered species
woodland aquifer recharge area
floodplain recreation or park land
wetlands waterfront
habitat of threatened species steeply sloped land
Lands on which development is restricted/precluded by local, State or Federal 

AND/OR

Land substantially improved or developed which has a distinctive aesthetic, architectural or 
historical interest to the community

AND/OR

Areas, improved or not, which should remain at low densities due to inadequate transportation, 
sewerage, infrastructure, or as part of local, regional or State Plan.

In Chesterfield Township, Burlington County, the Sending Area criteria are simple and straightforward. 
Stating that the Township’s primary purpose was to conserve the rural, predominantly agricultural 
resources of the community, the Township made its entirety the Sending Area and then established 
secondary criteria within that district to ensure viable parcels participated in the program.  The 
additional criteria were that parcels had to be at least 10 acres in size and not already deed restricted 
from development.

The first issue for Quinton is to decide on the size of its intended Sending Area.  Since no definite 
Receiving Area has been established, the community has the freedom to explore a wide range of 
possible Sending Area parcel minimum sizes, always remembering that there must be a viable and 
adequate Receiving Area to absorb the transferred development credits.  As the TDR process moves 
forward and the constraints of the Receiving Area are entered into the equation, Sending Area size 
becomes more complicated.  

Clearly from the TDR law criteria cited above, Quinton has a legitimate basis in all of its zoning district 
outside the Village for a Sending Area.  The dilemma the Township faces is identifying, among all the 
possible land area, a small enough Sending Area to balance the Receiving Area capacity that it can 
establish, either within the Township or inter-municipally within Salem County.  

Because of the lack of infrastructure and the large buildout under the current zoning, Quinton must limit 
the size of its Sending Area and, simultaneously, change its zoning to reduce development densities 
outside the TDR program more difficult to develop.  Otherwise, all this land will be developed outside 
the TDR program.  The difficulty for Quinton, with its current zoning, will be establishing eligibility 
criteria which will ensure the preservation of the community character as a whole, without setting off a 
developers’ rush to tie up all the land outside the Sending Area.
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Ideally, a large enough Receiving Area could be established to allow sending credits for all the 
potentially developable land in Quinton.  But, considering the build out numbers (see Figure 7) for all 
districts, the Township must set a Receiving Area much larger than anything which could be 
accommodated in its borders without additional sewer capacity and without introducing a density which 
is not in keeping with the rural village character aimed for in the Master Plan.  Therefore, before 
determining the size and the credit allocation methodology for a TDR, the parameters and possible 
boundaries of the Receiving Area must be examined.

SECTION SIX:  SENDING AND RECEIVING AREA PARAMETERS AND BOUNDARIES

The Transfer of Development Law requires that the Receiving Area have certain characteristics.  The 
Receiving Zone shall:

1. Be appropriate and suitable for development;
2. Have a realistically achievable potential for development in terms of:

d. The availability of infrastructure
e. Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance
f. Local land market values

3. Have the necessary infrastructure either in place or scheduled
4. Be consistent with State, County and local Master Plan objectives, including reasonable 

population and economic forecasts
5. Be at least of sufficient area to accommodate all of the development potential of the Sending 

Area

An examination of these five characteristics makes clear the dilemma involved in establishing a 
Receiving Area exclusively within Quinton Township.  The Village area of Quinton is the most 
appropriate for development within the Township according to characteristics 1 through 4.   The village 
contains almost all of the Township’s essential services, including the school, general store, service 
stations, fire hall, and recreation area. There is no other area of the Township which has any 
concentration of commercial and government services.  It is consistent with Planning Area 4 objectives 
and there is a realistic chance of reaching its potential.  Even with all the amenities of Quinton Village, 
characteristic #5 is unachievable with the current zoning build out.

While no other area of the Township is as suitable for further development than the existing Village, 
there are other areas of Quinton which are associated with higher density development.  Two areas with 
clusters of around 100 residential parcels stand out:

• The crossroads at Route #49 and Gravelly Hill Road
• The suburban development off Route 49 close to the Salem City border.

These are graphically shown in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10

The Gravelly Hill concentration is hemmed in by preserved land, reducing the possibility of expansion 
which is necessary for a viable Receiving Area.  In addition it is distant from commercial services and 
lacks any access to future sewer lines.   The residential cluster close to Salem City has possibilities for 
development as a Receiving Area since it is close to public sewer and there is room for expansion 
(currently zoned for manufacturing) to the east toward the Village.  

In spite of this, it is the Village area that has the best opportunity to maximize on the logical reasons for 
its current development.  It is the already the most densely developed.  It is a recognized community 
center with associated services.  Most significantly, the Village is the traditional core of the Township.  

Once established that the Village is the logical nexus for a Receiving Area, the question of where the 
boundaries of the village lie must be confronted.  How large can the boundaries of the Village be and 
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still remain a rural Village?  Another constraint to be considered is the restriction on future Village 
growth due to the fact that part of the Village is located within CAFRA boundaries (see Figure  8).

The State Plan identified Quinton Village as a “potential Village” in the original New Jersey 
Development and Redevelopment State Plan.  Its boundaries are depicted in Figure 11.  

Figure 11

It encompassed 228 parcels and close to 335 acres at the core of the Village, including all the R-1 zone 
and all of the Village Residential zone districts.  The remainder is PBR.. 

The Township has not proceeded with the necessary steps to have the Village designated as an official 
State Plan Village.  Quinton has asked to negotiate during the cross acceptance process in order to widen 
the Village boundary as depicted on the State Plan map.  With additional area and with the introduction 
of viable public sewer, the Village could become an attractive Receiving Area.  

Land use distribution within the boundaries of the OSG Village is as shown in the table below.
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TYPE
NUMBER 
OF LOTS ACRES

Residential 166 116

Vacant 26 22

Public/Charity 13 43

Farmland 11 120

Commercial 9 22
TOTAL 225 323

Clearly 323 acres is not enough vacant or developable ground to consist of a viable Receiving Area, 
especially without the higher density that public sewer offers.   Furthermore there are environmental 
restrictions on the Village which borders Alloway Creek and has some wetlands soil as can be seen in 
Figure 12 below.

Figure 12
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An alternative idea for a Receiving Area would utilize the Alloway-Quinton Commissioner’s Pike 
corridor to create a “super-village” connecting the existing Alloway and Quinton villages.  This would 
coordinate very well with the sewer extension which comes out of Salem through Quinton Village and 
then follows Route 581 (Commissioners Pike) to Alloway.  Figure 13 shows the extent of this “New 
Village.”  This area has some severe environmental constraints due to wetlands.  On the other hand, this 
alternative connects the two villages, with their existing infrastructure, as bookends, filling in land 
which is already under pressure for residential development

Figure 13

An in-fill village between Alloway and Quinton is a very possible long range solution which is 
dependent on the political desires of the two municipalities and the buildout numbers of Alloway which 
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are also high.  Alloway’s zoning, which results in a build out of 7300, makes it politically difficult for 
Alloway Township to partner with Quinton Township which also has a high buildout number.22

This scenario, while capitalizing on the infrastructure available in the two Villages, lacks the capacity to 
absorb even one-quarter of the current zoning build out of the two Townships without public sewer and 
water.  Although an extension of the sewer line from Salem City along Route 49 through Quinton 
Village to Alloway Village has been allowed for limited connections (see Figure 14), it will not 
accommodate new growth.  The only way in which Quinton can accommodate the development 
transferred from the rest of the Township at the current zoning is with further extension of the sewer 
lines.  

Aside from expanding the public sewer, Quinton Village does have in place some of the basic 
infrastructure capacity for increased population.  The Village lies along State Highway Rt 49 at the 
junction of County Route 581, leading directly to Alloway Village.  The bridge over Alloway Creek has 
recently been reconstructed by the NJ DOT.  The South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization 
envisions no further need for road improvements in Quinton Township in its 2005-2007 Transportation 
Improvement Plan.

Within Quinton Village, especially on parcels which are re-developed for higher density residential, 
improved methods of pedestrian circulation will become necessary with increased population and 
density.  Bikeways, sidewalks and road crossings, which now do not exist in much of the Village, will 
require creation and upgrades.  

Intensification of development within the Village area may require a public or community water supply 
system.  At present, most of the Township is served by individual wells.  (Areas along Route 49 close to 
Salem City and parts of Route 581 have public water).  As long ago as 1990, selected Township wells 
drawing from the Raritan-Magothy aquifer were experiencing salt water infiltration, presumably from 
draw down due to over use.  In addition, the 1990 Comprehensive Plan mentions the presence of high 
iron and manganese concentrations in ground water.  The iron content is a naturally occurring event in 
South Jersey which must be corrected by treatment before water can be used for household uses.

Community water and water permits are a consideration with increased population due to new vigilance 
by DEP with regard to water supply regionally.   At the density contemplated to accommodate even 
several thousand units within the Sending Area, it will become necessary, even with public sewerage, to 
have community wells.  The Township, while negotiating with NJDEP for increased connections for its 
sewerage, will need to confirm DEP’s commitment to water supply permits for the TDR program within 
the Receiving Area.  As previously pointed out, water may prove to be the deciding factor in decisions 
on the carrying capacity of any Receiving Area in Salem County.

In terms of community services infrastructure, Quinton Township will need to re-evaluate its K-8 
school, as well as its police and fire protection systems in advance of the possible population increase 
which would be brought about.  

22 Alloway’s latest Reexamination recommends down zoning significant areas of the Township, including its agricultural and 
rural residential zones.  If ordinances enact the zoning revisions, the build out numbers will change significantly, making 
TDR a better possibility.
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INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS FOR ADDITIONAL 5,500 UNITS

TYPE
EXISTS & 

ADEQUATE

EXISTS/WILL
NEED 

UPGRADE SCHEDULED

NEEDS 
EVALUATION/
SCHEDULING

Public Sewer
Yes

Additional 
connections

Public water Yes
Schools Yes
Fire Yes
Town Roads Yes
County Roads Yes
Recreation Yes
Municipal 
Government 
Administration Yes Yes

Besides having the potential to support, with upgrades, the increased density, the proposed Receiving 
Area is consistent with County, State and Township Master Plan goals and objectives and support 
regional environmental objectives.  The 1990 Master Plan23 and the 2000 Re-examination of that Plan all 
affirm the Township’s commitment to preservation to the Township’s ten goals which can:

1. Retain the Township’s rural character and environment
2. Preserve farming operations on prime agricultural land
3. Provide attractive sites for industrial and commercial establishments to increase the 

Township’s economic base and employment opportunities.
4. Provide for adequate and diversified housing supply in attractive neighborhoods.
5. Maintain or raise residential values by preventing the introduction of incompatible uses, by 

requiring development standards, and preserving the natural beauty of the Township
6. Identify and preserve the historic resources of Quinton
7. Revitalize and reinforce the Village as a small commercial center
8. Provide for adequate community facilities, particularly future water supply and sewerage.
9. Develop a circulation system which is coordinated with land use, efficient, safe, convenient 

and reduces traffic congestion in residential areas
10. Provide adequate open space for the future population 

All the goals speak to the establishment of a TDR program which will preserve farming operations, 
retain the Township’s rural character and provide open space while revitalizing the Village, raising 
residential values through development standards and providing a diversified housing supply.  The 
subsequent Re-examination affirmed these goals.

Salem County’s 2005 cross acceptance response to the State’s draft Development and Redevelopment 
Plan demonstrates the county level commitment to the Township’s goals.  The County’s response24 

23 Randall E. Scheule, “Comprehensive Plan Quinton Township, November 1990..
24 Ron Rukenstein, “Salem County Final Cross-Acceptance Report, Round III,” Salem county Planning Board.
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indicates that Salem County is in accord with the Township’s goals and that it believes the Township’s 
plans are in agreement with the State Plan.  

The regional environmental objectives from the State’s viewpoint are that the eastern area of Salem 
County, encompassing Quinton, should remain rural (Planning Area 4) with limited development in the 
designated Village and Town centers.  Salem City is the closest designated Regional Center.  Quinton 
Township has reached out to Salem City with regard to transferring development there and discussions 
are ongoing.   The County has begun examining the idea of a county wide Transfer of Development 
Rights program.  Without a doubt, this is the best path to follow in terms of balancing Sending and 
Receiving Areas.  It does not appear that Quinton, or even Quinton in conjunction with Alloway and 
Elsinboro, can fulfill the legislated requirements to have a successful TDR program.

Even with many of the state legislated characteristics in place or achievable, Quinton will still have one 
major obstacle to instituting a TDR program.  With its current zoning and resulting build out, the 
balance of Sending to Receiving Areas cannot be achieved without public sewer.  And, even with public 
sewer to a designated Receiving Area, the density necessary to accommodate the Township’s build out 
will result in an urbanized area out of character for rural Salem County and not in compliance with the 
Township’s Master Plan goals.  

The ultimate build-out for the Township under current zoning has the potential to reach 6,500 units.  The 
Township cannot accommodate even one-fourth of that in the Village.  The potential of the Quinton-
Alloway corridor village is up to 8,400 units with an average of 3.22 units/acre.  With Alloway’s build 
out of over 7,000 units added to Quinton’s build out of 6,400 units, this is not a feasible Receiving Area. 
(It does though have possibilities provided the two Townships can expand the sewer connections on the 
new line and provided that the two Townships agree to drastic downzoning to make transfer of credits 
more appealing.)

The problem remains that, under current zoning, the largest Receiving Area within the municipalities 
leaves over 5,000 excess credit units of development in the Sending Area unless restrictions are placed 
on parcel size for participation in the Receiving Area part of the program.  Salem City can accommodate 
over 8,000 new units at densities of 10-12 units per acre.  Discussions with Salem City have shown that 
the City is not going to accept Quinton, or any rural Townships, development without greater incentives 
than the State, County or Townships have to offer.  

Quinton Township is at the point where it must begin the discussion of whether, considering its current 
zoning which must be the base zoning for credit allocation in the Sending Area, it is in the position to 
even consider a TDR program, either on its own or in conjunction with other municipalities.  Basically, 
Quinton must evaluate the effects of its current land use plan on growth since the factors to facilitate 
TDR are not in place.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR QUINTON IN LIEU OF TDR 

Quinton must be pro-active in its planning starting immediately.  An effective and mandatory cluster 
ordinance should be implemented.  Quinton must re-examine its zoning districts and the permitted 
densities.  It is essential to reassess the effectiveness of the districts’ zoning limits.  The rationale and 
long term effects and potential build-out of each district’s zoning should be assessed.  
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Six immediate steps that the Township should undertake are:
• Change the requirements for the PBR district, based on a long range growth management 

plan, including the possibility of inter-municipal TDRs;
• Formulate design guidelines and regulations for the Village (or a “New Village”) which will 

allow more density and yet retain the rural character and charm of the Village;
• Continue active farmland preservation and  easement program with County and State;
• Work with DCA to open negotiations with DEP for expanded sewer connections in Alloway 

and Quinton;
• Be pro-active in involvement with neighboring municipalities and Salem County to push for 

regional TDR; and, most crucially
• Mandate a cluster development ordinance.

Even though there is controversy about cluster zoning as a farmland and open space preservation tool,25 

it is an accepted method for both accommodating growth and preserving land.  The use of clustering 
follows from the goals of the Master Plan.  The cluster ordinance, in order to be effective, should apply 
to all major subdivisions.  A yield plan and site analysis should become routine parts of subdivision 
applications.  Site analysis plans should include, at least, wetlands, threatened and endangered species 
identification, soils suitability, and easements in the immediate area.  Developers should be offered 
credible bonuses for supplying waste water treatment through package plants or innovative technology 
in return for preserving high percentages of open space or farmland. 

25 Gregory s. Halich, “Equity Issues and Farmland Preservation, May 1999 (Masters Thesis for Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute), p. 20 .
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GENERAL CONCLUSION:  IMMEDIATE GROWTH MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

New Jersey’s Transfer of Development Rights legislation does not easily translate into local action. 
The legislation, crafted to prevent unsuccessful programs, restricts communities from adapting TDR to 
their local circumstances.   The legislation, as written, is particularly difficult for underfunded 
communities which lack public utilities and are not in future sewer areas.  In essence, New Jersey’s 
Transfer of Development Rights law, as currently mandated, is beyond the reach of many of the 
communities at which it was aimed.  

Without public sewer, Quinton, Alloway and Elsinboro cannot move forward with a viable Transfer of 
Development Rights program under the current legislation.  Partly due to this grant, Salem County has 
begun investigating an inter-municipal TDR program involving the County’s urban, sewered areas. 
While the County proceeds with its program, these Townships and their rural neighbors must work to 
manage the immediate development pressures facing them if they are to maintain their Master Plan 
goals.  There are readily available growth management strategies which they can utilize.  Some of these 
are being explored tentatively by Alloway, Quinton and Elsinboro.  In order to truly manage their 
growth, these Townships, their citizens, Planning Boards and governing bodies, must engage in pro-
active planning.

None of the growth management strategies advocated in this Report is untried.  The greatest difficulty in 
instituting a coherent strategy for all three Townships is the lack of professional staff and citizen 
interest.  The Planning Boards and Committees of the Townships must bear the burden and 
responsibility to move forward and to educate and inform their public as they do so.  

All of the growth management strategies discussed during the course of these grants with the Townships 
are listed below.  All have been presented to the Planning Boards for consideration in lieu of Transfer of 
Development Rights:
• Institute/strengthen cluster ordinances
• Downzone agricultural and conservation districts to increase benefit of clustering

• Prepare a fair share housing plan and adopt a growth share ordinance to fulfill COAH obligations in 
any new development

• Add Farmland Preservation to Ordinance in order to be eligible for State and County funding
• Pursue Village designation (through Plan Endorsement)for a boundary which will accommodate 

future growth in the event of sewer connections

Quinton, Alloway and Elsinboro should not delay in instituting these achievable changes while working 
with the County government on TDR.  These steps will place the municipalities in a better position to 
fulfill the State mandated requirements for TDR when, and if, a viable Receiving Area is established and 
when the popular sentiment supports it.
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